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LETTER FROM THE

EDITOR

PREPARING FOR

THE EXTREME

“Though I wouldn’t advocate bringing a knife

only to a gunfight, I’ve often said that it makes sense

to bring a gun and a knife to a gunfight.”

T
actical situations often call for the extreme. When lives hang

in the balance, decisions have to be made quickly while stress

levels are through the roof. Skills and equipment are tested to

the max. Your reactions during a crisis will tell whether your training

has been extreme enough. 

In this issue, we touch on extremes in our special sections on backup guns

and long-range shooting.

When a backup gun is needed, things are unraveling quickly. Distances will

most likely be close—contact distance—and you may very well be engaged in

a physical struggle. Your primary weapon might be empty, disabled, knocked

out of reach or, worse yet, in the hands of your adversary.  

This is no time to reflect on your choice of a backup weapon. You don’t

want to regret choosing a weapon solely on the basis of carrying conve-

nience. If it’s not effective, it’s a poor option.

My former law enforcement agency was so conscious of liability, it was

against regulations to carry a backup gun. It then became a personal decision

whether my own security outweighed obedience to an archaic agency regula-

tion that might hurt my chances of survival on the road. You might be able to

guess which way I went.

But a police officer is already weighed down with the ballistic vest and all

the gear on the duty belt. Off duty or now as a civilian, is a backup gun a valid

need? These are some of the things our expert, Chuck Taylor discusses. We

also have stories on specific guns that would be good choices in either pri-

mary concealed carry or backup roles.

Among the products highlighted in our First Objective section, we have

some of the latest offerings from Cold Steel, a company dedicated to those

with a warrior mentality. Though I wouldn’t advocate bringing a knife only to

a gunfight, I’ve often said that it makes sense to bring a gun and a knife to a

gunfight. I’ve always carried a knife on duty and off with the idea that it too

might be needed as a backup weapon. Cold Steel makes some of the very

best for that role.  At the other extreme is the sniper. In our section on long

range shooting, we look at some specialized optics and get some tips from

two professionals on how to hit a target at distance.

What these two extremes have in common is that they require not only the

proper equipment, but also an unshakable mental toughness and a determi-

nation to prevail.  

While the hope is that your daily lives will have a good dose of the ordinary,

it is wise nonetheless to prepare for the extreme.
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BLADES & OTHER
CUTTING EDGE GEAR
H

ere’s a selection of some of the best new ideas in tactical gear. First, we highlight some of the best new

knives from Cold Steel, a company founded with the idea of providing great blades to those who would

rather fight than surrender. The innovative carbine stock from Mule Tactical has your backup built in: a

compartment for your favorite handgun. And the ballistic shooting glasses from Oakley provide unprecedented

enhanced vision and protection. 

SWIFT I AND SWIFT II
FOLDING KNIVES

Cold Steel
WEBSITE: www.coldsteel.com 

KEY FEATURES: Assisted opening, 4-inch blade of Car-

penter CTS® XHP Alloy 3.5 mm thick; 8 5/8 inches overall

(opened); 4.6 ounces; G10 handle 

DESCRIPTION: Cold Steel’s Swift line of knives, designed

by Andrew Demko, feature the Flash-Tek (patent pend-

ing) spring assisted mechanism. The blade is a modified

spear point with a recurve on the spine for placement of

your thumb during precision work. The Swift I has a satin

polish finish. The Swift II has a black DLC (Diamond-Like

Coating) finish. 

MSRP: $224.99 for Swift I; $234.99 for Swift II

BLACK
TALON II 

Cold Steel
WEBSITE:

www.coldsteel.com 

KEY FEATURES: 4-inch

blade of Carpenter

CTS® XHP Alloy 3.5 mm

thick; serrated or plain

edge; 9 ½ inches overall; 4.8 ounces; G10 handle; ambidextrous

pocket/belt clip; Tri-Ad locking mechanism 

DESCRIPTION: Newly redesigned, the Black Talon II is a collab-

oration between Cold Steel President Lynn Thompson and cus-

tom knife maker Andew Demko. 

MSRP: $184.99

TIGER CLAW 

Cold Steel
WEBSITE:

www.coldsteel.com 

KEY FEATURES: 3-inch

blade of Carpenter CTS®

XHP Alloy 3.5 mm thick; ser-

rated or plain edge; 9 inches

overall; 5.1 ounces; G10 han-

dle; ambidextrous pocket/belt clip; Tri-Ad locking mechanism

DESCRIPTION: The Tiger Claw, created by custom knife-

maker Andrew Demko, is a folder that pays homage to the Fil-

ipino and Indonesian fighting Karambit. Excellent cutting and

slashing properties.

MSRP: $199.99

FIRST OBJECTIVE
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TOMBSTONE SPOIL PRIZM
SHOOTING GLASSES
Oakley Standard Issue
WEBSITE: www.oakelysi.com 

KEY FEATURES: Plutonite optical grade polycarbonate

lenses block 100 percent of UVA and UVB; rimless frame

DESCRIPTION: Oakley SI PRIZM technology provides excel-

lent clarity and contrast. In testing these over the last couple

of months, it actually seemed as if our vision improved while

wearing them. They reduce eye fatigue and do not obscure

peripheral vision. Excellent when viewing scope reticles.

MSRP: $285

AK-47 FIELD KNIFE 

Cold Steel
WEBSITE: www.coldsteel.com 

KEY FEATURES: 5 1/5-inch blade 5 mm thick of U.S. CPM 3-

V High Carbon with DLC coating; 10 3/8 inches overall; 11.1

ounces; OD green G10 handle; Secure-Ex sheath 

DESCRIPTION: Multi-purpose fixed blade field knife with

saber ground clip point blade, full width tang and over-sized

striking pommel.

MSRP: $284.99

MULE ADAPTIVE
STORAGE STOCK

Mule Tactical
WEBSITE: www.muletac.com

KEY FEATURES: Fits any platform that accepts the 1 3/16-

inch threaded AR-15 buffer tube; includes storage module for

cleaning kits or survival gear; a “meat tenderizer” glass-

breaker/impact weapon attached to end; quick detachable

(QD) sling points; 10.75 inches—comparable to a standard A2

stock; integral battery tubes on the side 

DESCRIPTION: This is a drop-in replacement rifle stock with

a storage compartment that has an interchangeable handgun

holster inside. Modular holsters are available. It’s ideal for

handguns with 4-inch barrels, such as Glock 19 or 23. If there’s

an available adaptor to allow your gun to accept an AR-15

stock, then this stock will fit. Examples include: Remington

870 Shotgun, Mossberg 500 and 590 Shotgun, AK47, Origin

12 Shotgun, ARAK 21 and 31, MP5, Sig 556, Ruger Mini 14, M1A

and M14, M1 Garand, M1 Carbine. It will also fit some cross-

bows that accept the AR-15 buffer tube. A smaller “Mini Mule”

will be offered soon with a compartment for subcompact

handguns. Made in U.S.A.

MSRP: $232.44
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M
any shooters love AR-style rifles, with their fast-handling quali-

ties and modular designs, but they find the traditional 5.56x45

mm cartridge somewhat limiting.

The response from some companies has been to design new short but larger-cal-

iber cartridges for standard-sized AR-15 rifles with improved short-range terminal

performance. Another way has been to offer new rifles that fire established car-

tridges with proven long range capability and a track record of stopping power.

Daniel Defense, a company well known for producing top quality AR-platform

rifles, has opted to put its energy and effort not into designing a new cartridge, but

into rethinking and redesigning an AR rifle around an old favorite. The result is the

DD5V1, Daniel Defense’s first AR rifle in 7.62x51 NATO (.308 Win).

“…sometimes it’s OK not

to be the first to the market,

especially if you’ve taken the time

to do it right.”

RETHINKING

THE .308
DANIEL DEFENSE
INTRODUCES THE
INNOVATIVE
DD5V1, ITS FIRST
AR PLATFORM
RIFLE TO FIRE THIS
OLD FAVORITE

Put To the Test
Look for a full review of the DD5V1 in the

next issue of Tactical World.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MANUFACTURER

Daniel Defense

WEBSITE
danieldefense.com 

MODEL
DD5V1

CALIBER
7.62x51 NATO (.308 Win)

BARREL
16-inch, chrome moly vanadium, cold ham-

mer forged, chrome lined

RIFLING
1:11

MUZZLE DEVICE
DD superior suppression device

GAS SYSTEM
Mid-length

OVERALL LENGTH
33 3/8 – 37 inches

WEIGHT
8.3 pounds unloaded

RAIL SYSTEM
15-inch Picatinny top rail, KeyMod AT, 3, 6

and 9 o’clock

MSRP
$2,899

The newly introduced Daniel Defense DD5V1 features
a four-bolt system for connecting the barrel and
handguard to the upper receiver. 
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WHAT IT’S GOT
It’s not just another large platform

AR-10. The free-floating barrel and Key-

Mod handguard attach securely to the

rifle’s upper receiver with an innovative

four-bolt connection system that elimi-

nates the need for a barrel nut or spe-

cialized tools.

The barrel itself is cold hammer

forged of chrome moly vanadium, and

it’s chrome lined. It has a longer barrel

extension for increased chamber sup-

port. Together with a redesigned upper

receiver, the barrel-to-receiver connec-

tion surface is greatly increased, making

it more rigid, which should also help

accuracy. The company’s Superior Sup-

pression Device reduces muzzle flash

and rise. The rifle makes use of a mid-

length gas system.

On the outside, the DD5V1 has an

over-sized trigger guard for easy access

with gloved hands and a flared maga-

zine well to aid in quick mag changes. It

accepts SR-25-type magazines. The

safety selector, magazine catch and bolt

release are ambidextrous. You can also

configure the modular charging handle

to suit your needs.

On the inside, the bolt carrier group is

designed with an over-sized cam pin.

The extractor geometry is optimized for

the cartridge and there are dual ejectors.

All of this should add to the rifle’s relia-

bility.

The rifle will feature a two-stage

Geissele SSA two-stage trigger with 2.5-

pound take-up. It reportedly breaks at 2

pounds.

Daniel Defense hasn’t forgotten the

hunters out there either. Along with the

DD5V1, the company will offer a .308

platform in its Ambush line of rifles

specifically for hunters. Other compa-

nies make AR-10 rifles in .308. But

sometimes it’s OK not to be the first to

the market, especially if you’ve taken

the time to do it right. TW

The new Daniel Defense DD5V1 in .308 features an
ambidextrous safety, bolt catch and magazine release. 
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“ … good gear is just part of what makes up the shooter,

defensive-minded citizen or operator.” — Danny Pritbor
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COMBAT PROVEN The Go-To Gear

the Pros Use

BY DANNY “GATOR” PRITBOR   •   PHOTOS BY JESSE CLEMENTS

For professionals, the study and

constant testing/evaluation of equip-

ment seems like it is never ending. 

We are searching for the perfect

bag, holster or widget that fits in with

the current mission profile. Mentioned

here many times, but still an important

reminder, good gear is just part of

what makes up the shooter, defensive-

minded citizen or operator. There are

several facets involved to bring every-

thing together: mindset, skillset, fit-

ness and finally equipment.

L
et’s face it: Everyone likes good gear. I have spent my entire career in

pursuit of the perfect tools, but the search is subjective. 

Everyone has an opinion of what works. For the most part, subject matter

experts agree on common gear items, although we still individually vet the gear

through training. If it does not work, it is sold or ends up getting scrapped. 

Bottom line is this: If you are in the business of putting yourself in harm’s way for

the sake of others and doing so may require the application of deadly force, you bet-

ter be your own T&E department. You are the one who will get called into court to

answer for your actions. You need to know why you are using the equipment and be

able to explain why in detail. Everything will be scrutinized.

Pictured in this article are a few pieces of gear that I use for work. A couple of items

are still under evaluation, and I specify which ones. My goal is to inform, not sell these

items for companies.

GATOR’S APPROVED LIST

GEAR: TEAM WENDY BALLISTIC HELMET
I have used helmets from two main manufacturers supplying

helmets to Tier 1 units. One model I used extensively while on

deployments overseas, and the other model I own. I can attest

that the Team Wendy is the most comfortable helmet I have

worn to date. The Boltless Cam-Fit harness and lightweight

design (2.75 pounds) makes wearing this helmet for extended

periods effortless. 

GEAR: DELIBERATE DYNAMICS LOW
VIS PLATE CARRIER
Jim Staley, owner of Deliberate Dynamics, developed DDI’s

Low Vis Plate Carrier.

As offensive operations started to wind down in both the-

aters, some areas moved to a low to no profile. Many low pro-

file carriers on the market at the time still printed under cloth-

ing. We needed a plate carrier that was as thin as possible and

quickly scalable to take pouch attachments for various

weapon platforms. The ballistic protection trade off running

such a carrier/plates was well understood and accepted.
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GEAR: BLUE FORCE GEAR M4 DAPPER
BFG M4 Dappers come backed with hook and loop or can be

ordered as the 10-speed pouch to attach directly to PALs

webbing. The benefit of the hook and loop is it allows for

quick attach to a plate carrier.

You can carry Dappers set up in different configurations in a

second line bag and adapt your kit when needed. When

empty, these Dappers lay flat, adding almost no size to the

plate carrier.

GEAR: KUHL CLOTHING
Kuhl clothing is widely used in the tactical community. One of

the main reasons is fit; the company makes pants for meat

eaters of all sizes. 

My favorite heavyweight pant is the Ryder; for a lightweight

option check out the Radkil, which have storage areas built to

fit I-Phones and a Cat Tourniquet. This is clothing you can use

in tactical environments as well as international travel.

GEAR: 5.11 OPERATOR BELT
I have worn this 1.75-inch-wide belt with reinforced internal

support for several years now with no issues. I own all sorts of

gun belts from leather to heavy webbed with Cobra buckle,

but I always come back to this design due to its simplicity and

durability.

GEAR: 5.11 FREEDOM FLEX LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Comfortable, breathable and flexible: It is a great design

allowing for awesome mobility. I am still evaluating this item,

but so far it has been good to go. 

“ … if you are in the business of

putting yourself in harm’s way …

and doing so may require

the application of deadly force,

you better be your own

T&E department.”

— Danny Pritbor
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GEAR: EOTECH EXPS3-0
This model EOTech has quickly grown on me. I mostly

run Aimpoint Micro T1 and T2, but after being issued

this model while on deployment, I have become a fan. I

like the large window the EOTech provides. EOTech is in

my top three picks for red dot optics. 

M300 V MINI SCOUT LIGHT

Max Output

White Light/120 lumens 

Max Output

IR/110 lumens

Runtime

1.2 hours

Weight

4 ounces

X300 ULTRA

Max Output

500 lumens

(600 lumens for the 2016 version)

Runtime

1.5 hours 

Weight

4 ounces

GEAR: SUREFIRE M300V MINI SCOUT LIGHT
AND X300U
A powerful white light is a priority on a work gun. You

need the ability to identify targets/treats in low-light

conditions.

The SF Scout Series and X300U are my top pick for

weapon-mounted lights. They are robust, lightweight

and combat proven. Surefire has been in the game the

longest of all tactical light manufacturers, equipping

professionals from all branches of the military and law

enforcement. Surefire customer service is top notch;

anytime I have had an issue with one of their lights, it

has been remedied quickly.

NIGHT VISION COMPATIBLE

Length/Width/Height

3.8 inches x 2.3 inches x 2.9 inches

(96.5 x 58.4 x 73.7 mm)

Weight

11.2 ounces (317.5 g)

Water Resistant

Submersible to 33 ft. (10 m) depth

Mount

1 inch Weaver or MIL-STD-1913 rail

Brightness

20 daylight settings/10 additional settings

for Gen I through III+ night vision devices

Power Source

One 123 lithium battery

Battery Life

600 continuous hours

at nominal setting 12 at room temp.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Firebase Combat Studies Group

Owner: Danny Pritbor

www.FireBaseCSG.com

407-720-3678

info@firebasecsg.com

GEAR: RAVEN CONCEALMENT MAGAZINE POUCH
For low visibility or concealed carry, Raven Concealment mag-

azine pouches do a great job of pulling the magazines close to

the body, minimizing printing under a cover shirt. The current

versions are adjustable with a tension screw—a great feature.

These products will provide years of service.
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Caliber

5.56 NATO

Barrel Length

8.5 inches

Weight
(unloaded)

5.9 pounds

Length
(overall)

20.5 – 25.5 inches

Rate of Fire

Semi Auto or Select Fire 700 rpm (+/- 100rpm)

Rifling

1/7 inches RH 

Trigger

LWRCI Enhanced Fire Control Group

Stock/Pistol Grip

LWRCI Exclusive PDW Stock/Magpul MOE Plus

Sights

LWRCI Skirmish 

Magazine

Magpul 30-round P-Mag

Muzzle Device

LWRCI JSG Flash Hider 1/2x28 TPI

GUN: LWRC PDW-IC
I am currently reviewing

the PDW or Personal

Defense Weapon due to

its compact size. I have to

be completely honest

here; my verdict is still out. 

What I can say is, it is one

of the handiest 5.56 plat-

forms I have ever used. It

may serve specialty roles

such as low visibility opera-

tions, PSD or even “truck

gun” duty. With the tele-

scoping stock collapsed, it

has an overall length of

20.5 inches, very easily concealed in a second line bag, day-

pack or under a jacket. I have not had any reliability issues

to date. More updates to follow on this compact rifle.G E A R : SALOMON 4D QUEST
I do not remember a time when I did not wear some model of

Salomon. 

Many will agree that the 4d Quest requires no break-in

period. They are Gortex lined so, be advised, it is not the best

choice for dry, hot climates. Salomon has you covered for all

environments with its line of shoes and boots. Be sure to

check out its XA PRO 3D and Speed Cross series.

G U N : PISTOL DYNAMICS CUSTOM 1911
This platform seems to bring discussion and controversy. 

Capacity, weight and reliability are often mentioned as the

cons. Although I do like Glocks, they fill a role as a combat

tool. I have to admit, I am a big fan of the 1911 platform. Not

just any 1911, but a properly well-built 1911. 

When built correctly, the ergonomics and accuracy are

unmatched; it’s the standard by which all other handguns are

compared and judged. I do not get wrapped around the axle on

capacity. In the right hands, this platform has a reputation for

getting the job done. Pistol Dynamics, located in Palm Bay,

Florida, builds one hell of a reliable 1911. Having used the com-

pany’s products since 2007, they are worth the wait and money.
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RUGER AR-556
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ON THE WEB

GEAR: BRACELET
I get emails asking where the bracelet is from, which I find

interesting. The Bracelet is RMJ Tactical-The Lord’s Prayer. I

never go to work without it; it is a daily reminder this life is not

about me. 

GEAR: ARC’TERYX KHARD 30 PACK IN WOLF GREY
The Khard 30 is one of many packs in my inventory and a

favorite due to its organization ability. 

I am OCD when it comes to operational bags. The Khard is

well built, comfortable, and designed from the ground up for

kit organization and weapons for low visibility operations. The

Khard 30 is the smallest in the line up of this series. The Khard

45 is the midsize, and the Khard 60 is the largest and will sup-

port SBRs and larger full-sized rifles. 

The major downside is the price point, ranging up to $549,

so it is a big hit on the wallet. Uncle Sam seems to be paying

for most of these, but I believe in the statement, “You get what

you pay for.” TW

GEAR: PITBULL TACTICAL HOLSTER
My “go to” on the belt concealment holster is from Pitbull Tac-

tical. The company makes solid holsters with an impressive fit

and finish, including injected molded belt loops for on the belt

carry or inside the waistband. The Pitbull Holster comes with a

spare screw and rubber washer, just in case you manage to

lose one.

GEAR: MEDFORD KNIFE AND TOOL
Medford has a long-standing reputation for heavy-duty/hard-

use knives. Simply put, the company builds quality. 

I used the Preatorian model and own an Arktika. They’re

hand built, custom knives that provide a lifetime of service.

They are pricey, but the workmanship is outstanding. The

company is owned by a U.S. Marine and made in the U.S.A. 
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CALLING FOR

BACKUP
W

hether you’re a professional or a private citizen,

when your life depends on it, sometimes you

have no choice but to provide your own backup

until help arrives. In this special section, we take a look at

some good candidates for backup guns and provide some

thought-provoking ideas if you are considering carrying one.
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WORTH
THE

WAIT

“…through the

527 rounds fired

by this G43 so far,

there had not been

a single malfunction

of any type.”

BACKUP GUNS
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GLOCK’S LONG AWAITED SINGLE-STACK 9MM HANDLES

WELL, IS EASY TO CONTROL AND IS ACCURATE

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY RICHARD SCHUTZ W
hen Glock introduced the G42, a single-stack .380 cal. concealed

carry type of pistol in early 2014, many of us asked, “Why not a

9 mm?”

Dependable, easily concealed single-stack 9 mm semi-auto pistols have been

available from various manufacturers for several years now. However, Glock was

notably absent as a manufacturer of this class of firearm until the G43’s debut at

the NRA Annual Meetings in Nashville, Tennessee, earlier this year.
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As with any business, Glock has rea-

sons for doing what it does and, as suc-

cessful as they are, I won’t question

their decision not to bring a single stack

9 mm to market sooner.

As a long-time shooter of Glock pis-

tols, it is my belief that if you routinely

shoot Glock pistols in your profession, in

competition or just for fun, the familiar-

ity of operation that carries over from

those pistols is more than enough rea-

son to make the new G43 your choice

for concealed carry.

OPERATION SPECIFICATIONS
The Glock 43 is a striker-fired, single-

stack slimline 9 mm pistol with a

capacity of six rounds in the magazine

and one round in the chamber. The

operation of the G43 is the same as that

of other Glock pistols, and it’s manufac-

tured using only 34 component parts.

It is a 2-pin design and, though it’s

not listed as a Gen 4 pistol, it uses the

Gen 4 style grip texture. It does not

have a rail on the dust cover, but it

does have a beavertail grip. Another

design difference between the G43

and Gen 4 models is the use of a coil

spring in compression for the slide

release return. This may have been

done to help reduce the thickness of

the frame.

Also, the G43’s firing pin safety

(plunger) is oval-shaped with a ramp

on the front and back instead of being

round with a beveled edge as most

other Glocks use. By the way, the firing

pin safety on the G43 only fits into the

slide one way. 

The G43 is 6.26 inches long (over-

all), 1.02 inches wide (frame), 4.25

inches high, weighs 17.95 ounces

empty (with magazine) and 20.60

ounces loaded (magazine only). The

barrel is 3.39 inches long with a right-

hand hexagonal twist. The slide is 6.06

inches long with a 5.20 inch sight

radius (polymer sights).

The trigger pull averaged 8 pounds,

3.15 ounces for a new gun (just out of the

box) and 9 pounds, 1.0 ounce for another

G43 after it had fired 576 rounds, using a

Lyman electronic trigger pull gauge. This

compares to 9 pounds, 1.0 ounce for a

G42 and 6 pounds, 12.5 ounces for a Gen

4 G19 using the same Lyman trigger pull

gauge. All of the pistols were equipped

with 5.5-pound connectors.

VERSIONS/ACCESSORIES
At the time this article was written,

the G43 was available from Glock with

either the standard polymer sights or

night sights. No information regarding

future variations is available. 

There are already numerous acces-

sories for the G43 made by many different

manufacturers, including various holsters,

lights and lasers. The sight dimensions

for the G43 are the same as those for a

G42, so many sight options are available.

The G43 comes with two magazines.

One has a flat floor plate and the other

has a floor plate with a finger rest. Addi-

tional Glock-manufactured magazines

are available, but I would not say that

they are plentiful yet.  

AMMUNITION
The G43 is chambered for 9x19 (mm)

ammunition. The manual provided with

the test pistol did not refer to any specific

velocity or pressure requirements or

restrict the use of +P or +P+ ammunition.

The author fires the G43 from a sandbag rest during accuracy testing.

Scott Smith fires the G43 at 15 yards.
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The Glock website states, “The G43 is

designed for any 9x19 round the civilian

or law enforcement communities see fit

to use. From the 64 grain to the 147

grain bullet, the all new G43 will func-

tion within the full spectrum of avail-

able ammunition.”

Glock also warns against the use of

unjacketed lead bullets of any type in

any of its pistols. Over time, the accu-

mulated lead from unjacketed lead bul-

lets accumulates in the barrel rifling,

thereby constricting the barrel and

causing an unsafe condition. 

During range testing of the G43, I

used ammunition produced by various

manufacturers in both full metal jacket

and hollow point configurations. Bullet

weights ranged from 115 grains to 147

grains.

As with any weapon that you will

carry for personal defense, I recom-

mend that exact ammunition that you

will carry in the pistol be tested exten-

sively in the same pistol, using the same

magazines and the same holster that

you will carry.

I never carry a pistol for personal

defense that I have not fired at least

500 rounds through first, with no

firearm-related malfunctions. The oper-

ation of a pistol will never “improve”

SHOOTING RESULTS
Velocity Group Size

Ammunition Ave. Vel. E.S. S.D. Lg. Sm. Ave.

Remington UMC 1,061 46.13 17.05 3.75” 2.17” 2.91”

115 gr. FMJ L9MM3BP

Aguila 124 gr. FMJ 1,005 28.39 9.96 5.48” 2.35” 3.56”

Hornady +P 135 gr. 1,009 51.15 18.54 3.20” 1.93” 2.42”

FlexLock #90226

Speer GoldDot +P 1,111 53.16 14.45 3.11” 1.20” 2.18”

124 gr. GDHP #53617

PMC 115 gr. FMJ #9A 1,049 38.18 12.56 2.92” 2.60” 2.87”

Winchester Target 1,123 72.23 21.77 4.59” 1.72” 2.60”

115 gr. FMJ “White Box”

Winchester 115 gr.

Silvertip HP 1,100 39.16 13.45 2.94” 1.55” 2.77”

#X9MMSHP

E.S. - Extreme Spread; S.D. - Standard Deviation; Lg. - largest group in inches; Sm. - smallest group in inches; Ave. - average group size for five 5-shot groups. Notes: 1.) chrono-

graph @ 10 feet from muzzle 2.) Distance to target was 20 yards 3.) Average Velocity is for 10 consecutive shots in feet per second.

Janene Kilpatrick compares her G26 with the G43.

“It doesn’t kick any more than

my Glock 26… A woman wants a gun

that is light and manageable.” 
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during a gunfight. Conversely, “Mr. Mur-

phy” will always raise his ugly head at

the most inopportune time. This is when

training and familiarity with your pistol

will pay off.

CLEANING FIELD STRIPPING
Some people will brag about how

many rounds they have put through

their firearm without cleaning it and

how it still works. I strongly recommend

routine maintenance for any weapon

that your life may depend upon. Glocks

will run for a long time without cleaning,

but as with any mechanical device, it

will run a lot longer with proper care and

preventive maintenance.

The G43 is field stripped the same

way as other Glocks. Cleaning should be

performed when it is brand new, prior to

firing for the first time; after each time it

is fired; as required due to field condi-

tions; and at least once a year. A clean-

ing rod and bore brush are provided

with the pistol.

AT THE RANGE
During my first range session with the

G43, I broke it in with 220 rounds of five

different loads, four FMJ and one JHP.

Targets were engaged at 7 and 15 yards.

The G43 fit my hand well and was easy

to control with all loads. It definitely had

more recoil than a .380 caliber G42 but

it was no worse that a 9 mm G26.

The trigger felt stiffer than other non-

slimline Glocks with 5.5-pound connec-

tors, but other than that, it operated just

like any other Glock and I was right at

home with it. There were no malfunc-

tions of any type and all rounds hit at

the point of aim. The pistol was then

field-stripped, cleaned, lubricated and

reassembled.

The second and third range sessions

were used to check the velocity of

seven different 9 mm loads and the

accuracy of the G43. All groups were

fired from a sandbag rest at 20 yards.

The largest group was 5.48 inches

(Aguila 124 gr. FMJ) and the smallest

group was 1.55 inches (Winchester 115

grain Silvertip hollow point). The small

SPECS ON 3

SUBCOMPACT GLOCKS
Technical Data G43 G42 G26

9x19 .380 9x19

Overall Length 6.26” 5.94” 6.41”

Frame Width 1.02” 0.94” 1.18”

Height with 4.25” 4.13” 4.17”

magazine

inserted

Barrel Length 3.39” 3.25” 3.42”

Sight Distance 5.20” 4.92” 5.39”

(polymer sights)

Weight, with 17.95 oz. 13.76 oz. 21.71 oz.

empty magazine

Weight, loaded 20.60 oz. 17.29 oz. 26.12 oz.

(full magazine)

Magazine capacity 6 rounds 6 rounds 10 rounds

BEST WAYS TO CARRY

THE G43
Due to its slim profile and light weight, there are multiple good options for concealed carry

of the Glock 43. With a pistol this small, my favorite option is to carry it in my front pants

pocket in a Sticky Holster or a DeSantis Super Fly. 

Other good options are the DeSantis Sof-Tuck and Pocket Tuk inside the waistband hol-

sters. The other nice thing about a pistol of this size is the ability to carry it in a cubbyhole or

the upper portion of the center console in a car or pickup truck when it is legal to do so. 

Flame shoots from the barrel of the G43 dur-
ing reliability testing.
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size of the G43 made it difficult to

obtain a good rest on the sandbags and

maintain a proper grip.

For the fourth range session, I took

the G43 to a tactical shoot, so that I

could have several other shooters try

the gun and comment on it. During this

range session, I had two avid shooters

fire the G43 at 15 yards to see how they

liked it. After firing approximately 100

rounds between the two of them, they

both found that the G43 handled well,

was easy to control and shot right

where it was aimed. Janene Kilpatrick

from Apex, North Carolina, normally

shoots a G26.

“It doesn’t kick any more than my

Glock 26,” she said. “It is much lighter

than a 26. A woman wants a gun that is

light and manageable.” 

Kilpatrick was taught how to shoot

growing up in Cape Town, South Africa,

by her father.

Scott Smith, also from Apex, North

Carolina, a regular participant in the

monthly Infidel Gunfighter League at 37

PSR, also found the G43 manageable

and easy to shoot accurately. He also

found the size good for concealed

carry. It easily fit in his front pants

pocket.

At the end of the fourth range ses-

sion, I commented to Smith and Kil-

patrick that through the 527 rounds

fired by this G43 so far, there had not

been a single malfunction of any type.

They both said almost simultane-

ously, “It’s a Glock. What did you

expect?”

WORTH THE WAIT 
For anyone looking for a 9 mm con-

cealed carry pistol, the Glock 43 would

make an excellent choice. If you already

shoot larger Glock pistols and are famil-

iar with their operation, then it is the

only way to go.

Yes, it was worth the wait. TW

G43’s MSRP
The MSRP of the G43 is $580. I have seen

them for sale at gun shops and gun shows

for $449 to $500.

Shown for comparison (from top)
are the G26 double-stack 9 mm,
new G43 9mm and the G42 in .380.
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SIZE

BACKUP GUNS

ORISKANY ARMS, KNOWN FOR

ITS EXCELLENT 1911 PISTOLS, IS INTRODUCING

2 HIGH-QUALITY COMPACT MODELS TO ITS LINEUP

The Traditional 425FP from Oriskany Arms is the com-
pany’s new mid-sized 1911 with a 4.25-inch barrel. 

MATTERS
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S
ome say that size matters. In the world of con-

cealed carry firearms, that often means that

smaller is preferred.

Oriskany Arms has announced the introduction of their

compact 1911 pistols, and they are scheduled to be in produc-

tion at about the same time this magazine hits the news-

stands. Let’s take a look at them. 

QUALITY GUNS
When I reviewed the Oriskany Arms full-size 1911 Tactical FP

pistol recently for our sister publication, Gun World, I came

away very impressed with the accuracy, reliability and overall

quality of this all-American-made pistol.

It had custom touches performed by their own gunsmiths.

Parts were carefully selected and finished. The trigger assem-

BY STEVEN PAUL BARLOW

PHOTOS BY THE MANUFACTURERS

The Traditional 350FP is one of
two new compact 1911 pistols
from Oriskany Arms. This one has
a 3.5-inch barrel. 

SPECIFICATIONS
MANUFACTURER

Oriskany Arms

WEBSITE
www.oriskanyarms.com 

MODELS
Traditional 350FP and Traditional 425FP

FRAME
Cast from 4140 steel

SLIDE
Machined from solid

ordnance grade 4140 steel

BARREL
Match grade, 416 stainless steel

BARREL LENGTH
3.5 inches for 350FP and

4.25 inches for 425FP

CALIBERS
.45 ACP, 9mmP, 38 Super

CAPACITY
7+1

SIGHTS
Novak white dot.

Tritium and fiber optic also available

OTHER FEATURES
Skeletonized hammer, 3-hole trigger with

set screw, high rise “beaver tail” grip safety.

MSRP
$810 for base model 425FP and 

$830 for base model 350FP
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bly and a slide-to-frame fit were done

meticulously by hand. And the gun cost

less than $1,000.

After seeing for myself how their guns

were made and testing my own exam-

ple extensively at the range, I was con-

vinced they make the best 1911 for the

money.

The only downside for me was that a

full-size 1911 can be a bit large and heavy

for everyday concealed carry when

dressed in a t-shirt and shorts during our

all-too-short summers.

Oriskany Arms has addressed this

issue with these two new pistols. Ini-

tially, the compact models will be

offered in two sizes: one with a 4.25-

inch barrel and the other with a 3.5-inch

barrel. You will have your choice of car-

tridges, too, because these new guns

will be available in .45 ACP, 9 mm and,

yes, the potent 38 Super.

THE 350FP AND 425FP
These compact designs will be built in

the same way as their larger brethren.

Their cast frames and machined slides

will be made of 4140 ordnance grade

steel. The match grade barrels (3.5

inches for the 350FP and 4.25 inches for

the 425FP) will be 416 stainless steel.

Each gun will feature a slim but

extended thumb safety, skeletonized

hammer, flat mainspring housing and

three-hole trigger with set screw. The

base models, dubbed the Traditional

The author tested this full-sized Oriskany Arms 1911 Tactical FP recently and found it to be very accurate, reliable and well made. He expects their new
compact models to be just as good. 

B
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350FP and the Traditional 425FP, will

come with Novak white dot sights and

black oxide finishes. Fiber optic and tri-

tium sights are options as are Cerakote

and nickel boron nitride finishes.

While the barrels have been short-

ened on these guns, they will use the

standard grip frame of the larger guns.

Many companies chop the grips of their

guns when configuring their compact

and sub-compact models. That does

help to keep the butt of the gun from

printing on a jacket or other cover gar-

ment. The trade-off is that these guns

usually aren’t as easy to shoot well

under stress.

These new Oriskany Arms pistols will

allow you to get all of your fingers on it

for a secure, controllable grip. An added

benefit is that they retain the 7+1 capac-

ity of their full-sized models and will use

the same magazines.

NOT TOO SMALL
It’s a mistake to choose a primary carry

pistol purely on the basis that it’s the

“These new Oriskany Arms pistols will allow you to get all

of your fingers on it for a secure, controllable grip.”



5.56 NATO

6.8 SPC

The best just got better. We’ve reloaded our piston-driven REC7 GEN II, 

a compact, accurate, trustworthy rifle, now more balanced than 

ever. Built from our legacy of quality and craftsmanship, the new 

REC 7 GEN II is unmistakably Barrett.  Learn more at barrett.net.

Starting at $2,835
Optional accessories shown

RELIABILITY
LIMITLESS

REC7 GEN II
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smallest one you can find. Convenience

of carry won’t help you in a gunfight. 

I shake my head when I hear people

complain that even many sub-com-

pact pistols are too big to carry. I nor-

mally edge toward full size pistols for

concealed carry. They’re simply easier

to shoot well at any distance and are

more controllable shot-to-shot.

On all but the hottest days, I’m

willing to adjust my wardrobe to

accommodate them. I’m willing to

adjust to their added size and weight

because, for me, the added confi-

dence of being able to make the shot

is more important.

Even so, there is a time and place for

compact handguns. When I carry one, I

want it chambered for an effective car-

tridge. I want it to be completely reliable,

and I have to be thoroughly familiar and

comfortable with its operation.

The new compact 1911s from Oriskany

Arms are winners on all counts. TW

Mid-sized handguns, such as these new compact models from

Oriskany Arms, are great choices for everyday concealed carry. However,

there are times when you must go even smaller, especially when you

are burdened with other gear, or you’re choosing a gun for the role of a

backup to your primary weapon.

When I leave the house, I normally carry a wallet, cell phone,

house and car keys, pen, small notepad or 3x5 cards, flashlight, hand-

gun and spare magazine or speedloader. In summer clothes, there

aren’t lots of places to put all of that stuf.

Among small semi-autos, the Sig Sauer 290RS in 9 mm is a good

one. Smith & Wesson has its slim M&P Shield in either 9 mm or .40

S&W. Similar in size to the S&W are the Ruger LC9 and LC380 in 9 mm

and .380 Auto respectively. Even smaller is the Ruger LCP in .380. It’s

not an easy gun to shoot well, but it’s better than nothing if you need a

tiny gun. Most are available with or without mounted lasers.

Don’t overlook small frame revolvers either. Smith & Wesson has

an extensive lineup of five-shot revolvers in .38 SPL+P, .357 Mag., .22 LR

and .22 WMR. There are external hammer, shrouded hammer and con-

cealed hammer models with frames of steel, aluminum or scandium.

Ruger makes its rugged, but heavy SP-101 in .22 LR, 327 Fed. Mag.,

.38 SPL +P, and .357 Mag. The company’s lightweight, polymer frame

LCR is available in .22 LR, .22 WMR, 9 mm, .38 SPL+P and .357 Mag.

OTHER CONCEALED CARRY / BACKUP GUN OPTIONS

The Ruger LCR is a polymer frame revolver.
As a candidate for a backup gun, it is light
in weight and simple to use.

Not your grandfather’s J-frame. This Smith &
Wesson 360 PD is chambered in .357 Magnum
and features a weight-saving scandium frame
and titanium cylinder.

Smith & Wesson ofers a dizzying array of
small frame revolvers that would be suitable
for defensive/backup purposes.

The Ruger LC9 is an example of an industry
trend in striker-fired, single-stack 9mm pistols. 
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WHEN IN HARM’S WAY,

BACKUP CAN BE AS CLOSE AS

YOUR SECOND GUN

B
ackup guns. The very term elicits a dynamic,

desperate event, one in which life and death

hangs in the balance, its end result to be deter-

mined by split-second action.

Every firearms enthusiast knows that most LEOs carry

backup guns because their profession and off-duty lifestyle

demands that they be prepared for any eventuality.  

By regulation, those in the military are required to carry and

utilize the weapons they’re issued, so whether or not they

need backup guns is a moot point. If a soldier chooses to carry

one, he does so against those regulations and faces severe

penalties if caught.

But what about civilians? Here, the subject becomes less

clear. Do many civilians carry backup guns? Are they really

necessary for non-police personnel?

Is criminal or civil liability increased by carrying one?

Though legitimate, such questions are only rarely asked. It’s

also nearly legion that backup guns must be small and easily

concealed, which mandates that by definition they’re not very

powerful and are thus unsuitable for general-purpose use.

SIZE CONSIDERATIONS
The matter of backup guns being necessarily small and less

powerful is also anything but clear. Once again, the answer

LAST
DITCH
DEFENSE

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY CHUCK TAYLOR

BACKUP GUNS
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“The 9mmP, .38 SPL, .40 S&W and .45 ACP
are better choices and are available in…
compact and sub-compact handguns…”
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isn’t so elusive if we again consider the

matter of lifestyle.

A police officer, particularly a uni-

formed police officer, is already bur-

dened with ancillary equipment such as

handcuffs, pepper spray, baton, flash-

light and portable radio, as well as his

firearm and spare ammunition.

As such, he only has a few places he

can carry a second gun, especially if he

wants to keep it out of sight. This is why

the backup guns most LEOs carry tend

to be more of the pocket-pistol variety.

However, plain-clothes officers and

civilians are not so encumbered and

thus have more options as to where

BACKUP GUNS FOR CIVILIANS?

T
here is the question of whether or not civilians actually need

backup guns. Generally speaking,   few civilians actually carry

them, but there are some who believe intensely that they have

a need and do so religiously.

The answer is that it depends upon your lifestyle, the social and nat-

ural environment in which you go about your daily activities. The vast

majority of civilians lead a relatively sedate life, so they have little actual

need for backup guns. So why be more inconvenienced by having to deal

with more than one gun when the need for it is minimal to non-existent?

On the other hand, there are those whose daily activities take them

into tough neighborhoods or other environments where the potential for

facing deadly threats is very real.

For such people, who in their right mind would question them being

extra-careful by carrying a second gun? After all, it’s their life and as such,

no one but them has the right to make that decision.

The second issue—criminal and civil liability—isn’t especially difficult.

There is no increase in criminal liability for a civilian by carrying a second

gun as long as it’s a legal weapon. However, from a civil liability standpoint,

the issue is less clear.

If the lifestyle of the person isn’t such that a reasonable person would

need a backup gun, then a potential increase in liability does in fact exist if

the carrier uses one of his guns in an actual event. Any smart attorney

would quickly seize upon the second gun to deride his character and make

it appear as though the defendant was “looking for trouble.”

they carry their backup guns. In turn, this

also means that the weapon doesn’t

have to be especially small or lower-

powered.

Pocket pistols are tough to shoot effi-

ciently, especially under stress, because

they typically have very small grip-

frames that don’t allow a good grip

index. As well, the majority of them have

very small sights or no sights at all,

making fast, accurate fire all but impos-

sible.

On the other hand, if the wearer’s

concealment needs aren’t so severe

that a pocket pistol is his best option, a

larger, more manageable, more power-

ful gun is a better choice.

These days, myriad compact and

sub-compact handguns are available

that offer better stopping power and

controllability, but are still highly con-

cealable. Such guns are much easier to

shoot effectively under stress, offer at

least satisfactory stopping power

(depending upon the cartridge they uti-

lize) and are still concealable.

Even a full-sized gun shouldn’t be

summarily dismissed when a backup

gun is considered. The fact is that there

isn’t all that much difference in conceal-

ability between a full-sized and com-

pact. And a full-sized gun is far more

efficient and easier to use, which gives

you a better chance of successfully sur-

viving the kind of extreme emergency

that would entail needing a backup gun.  

Concealability is often misunderstood

and in the majority of situations, entails

more than simply gun-size. I know a

number of LEOs, for example, who carry

full-sized pistols as their backup gun for

just these reasons.

In return for their superior efficiency,

they’re willing to make whatever adjust-

Fortunately, in recent years sub-compact guns like the Spring-
field Armory XDS 9 mm have appeared, thus ofering a better
package of small size and stopping power.
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BA

When considering backup guns,

here are six things to remember:

3

4

5

6

2

1

For de
choice
cers a
the d
Smith
snubb
ever,
well,

Most often,
backup guns are
selected on the

basis of being exception-
ally small and thus easily

concealed and minimally
inconvenient to carry.  Unfor-

tunately, doing so too often
means selecting less-powerful calibers like the
.22 or .25, which have poor reputations as man-
stoppers.

In recent years
sub-compact
pistols cham-
bered for the leg-
endary .45 ACP
cartridge have
also appeared,
ofering reasonable
controllability, excel-
lent stopping power
and excellent con-
cealability. Of those avail-
able, the Kimber Ultra Carry
and Ultra-Compact and
Springfield Armory Range Oi-
cer Compact are excellent
choices.

For absolute best eiciency,
some prefer to carry a dupli-
cate of their full-sized primary
gun for backup purposes. Though somewhat
less convenient to carry and conceal, a full-sized
gun is faster, far more controllable and provides
better stopping power.

More powerful than a .22
or .25, the .380 ACP is
becoming popular in guns
like the Walker PPK or Ruger LCP. Though
both guns are certainly compact and easily
concealed, the .380 ACP also lacks reliable
stopping power.

The primary reason for carrying a firearm is to provide

you with the most effective means possible for fast,

decisive self-defense.

Stopping power, not lethality, is the primary prerequi-

site of any defensive handgun. Because they’re defi-

cient in this area, cartridges like the .22LR, .25 ACP, .32

ACP and .380 ACP are less desirable. The 9mmP, .38

SPL, .40 S&W and .45 ACP are better choices and are

available in not only full-sized, but compact and sub-

compact handguns as well.

Because their grip frames typically don’t allow fast,

positive grip index (no place to put the little finger of

the firing hand), pocket pistols and sub-compacts are

much more difficult to shoot well under deadly stress

than either compacts or full-sized guns.

Unless your profession or lifestyle is such that extreme

concealment is critical, a compact or full-sized gun,

rather than a sub-compact or pocket pistol, may be a

better choice.

If maximum efficiency is your goal, concealment isn’t

more important than weapon controllability or stop-

ping power. It’s simply one of the issues that must be

considered, along with modifications in your clothing

and behavioral patterns.

Be wary ultra-potent cartridges like the .357 magnum

if you prefer small revolvers, such as S&W J-frame

snubbies. They’re uncontrollable in the fast firing

sequences typical of deadly encounters and produce

excessive muzzle blast and flash.
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ments in their dress, behavior patterns

and lifestyles that are necessary to

accommodate the larger gun. It’s all a

matter of perspective.  

STOPPING POWER VS. LETHALITY
Stopping power with the cartridges

for which small guns are typically cham-

bered—.22LR, .25 ACP, .32 ACP and .380

ACP—is well documented as being very

poor.

Remember that lethality and stop-

ping power isn’t the same thing. All guns

are capable of inflicting a lethal injury;

that’s obvious. But if the wound isn’t

also quickly incapacitating, then from

the standpoint of winning or losing a

deadly encounter, it’s less than desir-

able.

Incapacitation, e.g. stopping power,

the cartridge’s ability to neutralize your

attacker’s capacity to project deadly

force, is what matters, not lethality. If

you inflict a “lethal” wound on your

attacker, but fail to also incapacitate

him, and he kills you and runs off six

blocks and must subsequently be tear

gassed out of a basement stairway by

A
nother matter of concern is ammunition/magazine continuity.  There are those who

opine that a backup gun should not only utilize the same load as the wearer’s primary

gun, but also the same magazines. I have no brief with either of these concepts, but must

also add that the nature of handgun fights almost always negates them.

Handgun encounters are fast, intense and short. And even when a backup gun is involved, the

outcome of the fight will be determined in just a few seconds. Thus, the ammo/magazine continu-

ity issue is more academic than practical and I wouldn’t base my choice of backup gun upon it.

MAGAZINE COMPATIBILITY

UNNECESSARY

the local SWAT team and then dies

hours, days or weeks later in the hospi-

tal, guess what—you lost!

Approximately 50 percent of the

time, lethal wounds don’t stop attack-

ers, so don’t be lulled into a false sense

of security just because low-powered

cartridges are “lethal.” You might be ter-

minally surprised if you do.

POWER PROBLEMS
Last, be wary of guns chambered for ultra-

potent cartridges like the .357 magnum,

especially if you prefer a small-frame

snubbie for backup purposes. Though

small and highly concealable, they’re

impossible to control in the fast sequences

typical of deadly encounters and produce

horrific muzzle blast and flash. Yet, in

return, they provide no increase in the

muzzle velocities needed to expect any

kind of JHP bullet expansion.

YOUR LIFE, YOUR CHOICE
These, then, are the things you should

carefully evaluate when considering a

In the short barrels and resulting lower velocities typical of backup guns, conventional JHP bullet expansion is minimal to non-existent, as these recov-
ered .38 SPL bullets illustrate. All were fired from a 2-inch J-frame S&W.
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backup gun. To say the least, there is

much controversy on the subject and

myths and ill-informed opinions

abound.

However, don’t forget that you’re

quite literally betting your life on your

decisions, and that any situation in

which a backup gun would be needed

would be an extreme emergency.

Based on this fact, let common

sense prevail and create the best pos-

sible compromise of gun, caliber and

concealment characteristics for your

particular needs. No one else can tell

you what is “best.” Only you can do

that. Remember that it’s your life. TW

Subcompact Pros

1. Small, easier to conceal

2. Light weight

3. Fewer constraints on

your clothing options

SIZING UP YOUR

BACKUP GUN Do you really want a tiny pistol?

Subcompact Cons

1. Sometimes chambered

for ineffective cartridges

2. Often have small,

rudimentary sights

3. Short grip frame can make

them hard to shoot well

Most so-called backup
guns have sights that are
too small to be of any real
use or no sights at all.
Avoid such guns, because
in any backup gun situa-
tion, being able to quickly
acquire and align the sights
on target is ultra-critical.

Familiarity is important. A
compact 1911 makes sense
for a backup gun, especially
if your primary gun happens
to be a full-size 1911
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POCKET-SIZED

POWERHOUSE
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY’S XD-S BRINGS

.45 ACP POWER TO A SUB-COMPACT PISTOL

When Geneseo, Illinois-based Springfield Armory introduced the XD-S, many of

us were surprised to see a .45 caliber semi-auto pistol in a “slim,” subcompact size

with a polymer frame. We were also pleasantly surprised when we fired one and

found out that it didn’t kick like a mule and was very controllable.

The size of the XD-S compares very favorably with many of the 9 mm single-

stack concealed carry pistols currently available. Only the weight of the XD-S (either

empty or loaded) sets it apart from its 9 mm counterparts.

DESIGN AND OPERATION
The XD-S is a striker-fired, single stack, subcompact pistol that is available in 3.3-

inch and 4.0-inch barrel lengths, in either 9 mm or .45 ACP. It is offered in all black, bi-

tone (black frame with stainless steel slide) and FDE (FDE frame with black slide). 

The front sight is red fiber optic and the rear is a drift-adjustable steel sight with two

white dots. The magazine release is ambidextrous and is located at the rear of the trig-

ger guard. A disassembly  lever and a side stop lever are on  the left side of the frame.

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY RICHARD SCHUTZ

BACK UP GUNS

W
ho says that you have to make do with a .380 or 9 mm concealed

carry pistol? With the XD-S by Springfield Armory, you can have

full-size stopping power without the bulk of a full-size 1911. 
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The XD-S, at .9 inches wide and 6.3 inches in overall
length, makes for an easily concealed .45 caliber pistol.
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A rail for mounting accessories is pro-

vided on the dust cover ahead of the

trigger guard.

The XD-S also features a replaceable

back strap, providing optimal grip

ergonomics to accommodate a greater

range of shooters. The XD-S includes

what Springfield Armory calls the “Ultra

Safety Assurance (USA) Action Trigger

System, a grip safety (similar to that

found on a 1911), loaded chamber indi-

cator and firing pin block.

This combination makes the XD-S

both safe and easy to use. Some may

think that the grip safety is unnecessary,

but in my experience it provides an addi-

tional level of safety and does not

adversely affect the operation of the

pistol. As long as the proper grip posi-

tion is used, the shooter won’t even

know that it’s there.

COMPARISON OF THE FOUR MODELS OF XD-S PISTOLS
Technical Data XD-S 3.3” XD-S 4.0” XD-S 3.3” XD-S 4.0”

.45 cal. .45 cal. 9x19mm 9x19mm 

Overall Length 6.3” 7” 6.3” 7”

Grip Width .9” .9” .9” .9”

Height with 4.4”/5.4” 4.4”/5.4” 4.4”/5.4” 4.4”/5.4”

Magazine Inserted

(flush mag./

extended mag.)

Barrel Length 3.3” 4.0” 3.3” 4.0”

Sight Radius 5.25” 6.0” 5.25” 6.0”

Weight, with 21.5 oz. 23.5 oz. 23 oz. 25 oz.

Empty Magazine

(flush mag.)

Magazine 5/6/7 5/6/7 7/8/9 7/8/9

Capacity

(flush/+1/+2)

The author draws the XD-S from his IWB holster and engages the threat.

“For anyone who feels

that it is imperative

to carry a .45 for

personal protection

but can’t carry a 1911,

the XD-S 3.3-inch

is just the ticket.”
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A loaded chamber indicator can be

both seen and felt on the top of the

slide. It is one of the most positive

loaded chamber indicators that I have

seen on a pistol. There is no mistaking

whether the pistol has a round in the

chamber or not, day or night.

The trigger on the XD-S will never find

its way into a 1911, but it is good for a

concealed carry gun. The pull is smooth,

and the travel is not overly long but not

XD-S VOLUNTARY SAFETY RECALL

XD-S with a +2 magazine (seven rounds) using a sandbag rest with chronograph and targets.

too short. The reset is also mid-length

and is positive. The trigger broke above

12 pounds, so I couldn’t use my Lyman

digital trigger pull gauge to check the

average trigger pull weight. Even though

12-plus pounds seems like a lot, I didn’t

find the trigger pull excessively heavy in

actual use. 

Disassembly of the XD-S is similar to

that of other XD models except that the

disassembly lever cannot be rotated

S
ome early .45 and 9 mm, 3.3-inch barrel XD-S pistols are cov-

ered by a voluntary safety recall. The serial number ranges for

this voluntary recall are XS900000 to XS938700 for the 9

mm version and XS500000 to XS686300 for the .45 version.

Springfield will replace the grip safety, sear, grip safety spring, sear

spring and disconnector at no charge. This modification creates a more

positive engagement between the sear and striker. If your XD-S has a

small roll pin located half way down the back surface of the grip safety,

it either has been repaired already or wasn’t covered by the recall. 

My pistol was within the serial number range, so I sent it back for

repair. It took less than two weeks from the day that I shipped it to

Springfield until the day that I got it back. Without having the unmodi-

fied and the modified pistols to shoot side-by-side, it is diicult to com-

pare the trigger pull, but I found no obvious diference between the

before and after triggers. I did not drop test the pistol either before or

after the repair to check for sear engagement.

It would be nice if everything always worked perfectly, but we all

know that isn’t the case based on the automobile recalls that we read

about daily. To me, the important thing is that Springfield recognized a

problem and corrected it as quickly as they could. They even sent me a

+2 magazine with X-Tension with the repaired pistol. Based upon this

experience, I would consider Springfield Armory’s service to be excellent. 

The XD-S in a Recluse TS Solo pocket holster.
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unless the magazine has been removed

first. Likewise, a magazine cannot be

inserted into the gun if the disassembly

lever is in the up (12 o’clock) position.

The grip texture is coarse enough to

provide a good purchase, but without

the sharp “cheese grater” edges that

tear-up your hands, clothes and seat

covers. The serrations on the rear of the

SHOOTING RESULTS
VELOCITY GROUP SIZE

Ammunition Ave. Vel. E.S. S.D. Lg. Sm. Ave.

Remington UMC 230 gr. MC 755.3 Not Not 4.30” 1.95” 3.10”

#L45AP4A available available

Federal American Eagle Not Not Not 4.00” 1.78” 3.22”

230 gr. FMJ #AE45A available available available

Hornady Critical Defense 894.4 Not Not 4.41” 1.96” 3.11”

185 gr. FTX #90900 available available

Federal Premium 916.0 Not Not 3.27” 1.76” 2.62”

165 gr. Hydra-Shok JHP available available

#PD45HS3H

E.S. - Extreme Spread; S.D. - Standard Deviation; Lg. - largest group in inches; Sm. - smallest group in inches; Ave. - average group size for five five-shot groups.

Notes: 1.) Chronograph @ 10 feet from muzzle; 2.) Distance to target was 20 yards; 3.) Average Velocity in feet per second (due to a problem with the Shooting Crony,

the average velocities were calculated using all of the captured velocities available) 

slide are sufficient for operating the

slide using either an overhand or “sling-

shot” method.

A ridge in the polymer under the slide

stop lever keeps your right thumb (for

right-handed shooters) from inadver-

tently pushing the lever up and causing

the slide to lock back at an inopportune

moment. 

ACCESSORIES 
Other than a great concealed carry pis-

tol, what do you get for your hard-

earned money when you buy an XD-S?

The .45 caliber, 3.3-inch XD-S full

gear kit is supplied with one five-round

and one six-round steel magazine. Also

included are large and small back

straps, magazine X-Tension pieces for

The author fires the XD-S from a sandbag rest.
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each back strap size, a right hand pad-

dle holster, a double magazine pouch,

a cable lock, a cleaning brush, an Allen

wrench and spare front sight fiber

inserts (red and green). This is all con-

tained in a rugged, foam padded,

molded polymer carrying case. The

MSRP for this model is $599 for black

and $649 for bi-tone.

An XD-S Essentials version is also

available. This version includes all of

the above items except the holster, the

double magazine pouch and the Allen

wrench. It is packaged in a slightly

smaller molded polymer case that is

also foam padded. The MSRP for the

XD-S .45 caliber, 3.3-inch barrel essen-

tials kit is $549 for black and $593 for

bi-tone.

+2 magazines are sold separately.

AT THE RANGE
For testing purposes, I used two types

of ammunition: 230-grain ball and

self-defense loads. There were four

different loads, manufactured by three

different companies.

I went directly to shooting five, five-

shot groups with each of four different

loads for accuracy and velocity. This

was done from a sandbag rest at 20

yards. I used a +2, seven-round maga-

zine for accuracy work over the sand-

bags because it gave me a steadier rest

than the five-shot, flush-fit magazine.

Next I setup a silhouette target at 7

1/2 yards and did some draws from my

IWB holster engaging the “threat.” The

XD-S handles well in such situations

and was easy to get on target quickly.

The grip texture allowed good control

as long as I obtained a solid high grip.

The recoil is significant but very

manageable. The lightweight con-

cealed carry pistols many people

choose are just not fun to shoot. How-

ever, the XD-S, especially with the +2

X-Tension magazine, is much more

pleasant to shoot than many I’ve tried.

Even the standard flush-fit five-round

magazine allowed me to obtain a suffi-

cient purchase on the grip. I normally

practice some with the five-round

flush-fit magazine as I would carry it,

then switch to the +2 magazine and X-

Tension for extended practice.

STRONG STATEMENT
For anyone who feels that it is impera-

tive to carry a .45 for personal protec-

tion, but can’t carry a 1911, the XD-S 3.3-

inch is just the ticket. It digests any

ammunition that I feed it and hits where

I aim. I have had no malfunctions of any

type. 

The XD-S makes quite a statement

for a concealed carry gun. Maybe it’s

time for me to rethink what I will be car-

rying going forward. TW

CARRYING THE XD-S
Many manufactures ofer accessories such as lights and holsters for the various XD-S models. I

use a Recluse TS Solo pocket holster or a Galco STO-N-GO inside-the- pants holster for con-

cealed carry. The DeSantis Nemesis pocket holster or Sof-Tuck inside-the-pants holster are

also great concealed carry options.

The best target of the day at 20 yards; Federal Premium 165-grain Hydra-Shok JHP.

“The XD-S makes

quite a statement for

a concealed carry gun.”
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with their duty sidearms.

The USA1Shot is basically a shoulder

stock that is used with a handgun to

increase stability. This, in turn, promotes

greater accuracy and longer range hit

capability with the pistol than when using

the pistol alone.

It earned its moniker after a SWAT offi-

cer tried it at 100 yards and said if he had

one of these in his gear bag, he could end

almost any violent confrontation by only

firin one shot. The consensus is the same

version or any fitting to the handgun in

question. The USA1Shot never physically

attaches to or becomes a part of the

firearm and as a result is not under the

purview of the National Firearms Act

(NFA) of 1934 as of this writing.

HOW IT WORKS
The USA1Shot is a molded one-piece

unit similar in material to a McMillan rifle

stock. It makes use of a palm swell that

resembles a thumb-hole stock, for lack of

use of an AR-15 buffer tube to allow the

shooter to adjust the length of pull.

Holding the pistol in place with the

rest, the shooter can now fire his hand-

gun as he would a long gun. The rest is

bound to the pistol via hand pressure

and grip strength. The end of the rest

fits into the shooter’s shoulder like a rifle

stock would on a long gun.

This increased stability gives the

shooter the capability of accurate shots

out to 100 yards or more.
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“Besides lending accuracy, the USA1Shot is lightweight

and covert, and can function as a stopgap between the

officer’s sidearm and a PDW or carbine.”
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THAT SOUNDS LIKE AN SBR 
Most modern pistols with shoulder

stocks are restricted by the NFA as short

barreled rifles (SBR), requiring a $200

tax and associated government paper-

work and approval for their manufac-

ture or purchase. Stocks for handguns

from the first two world wars are

exempt from this status if the stock is

not a reproduction.

Looking at the USA1Shot for the first

time, I was skeptical, but the chief tech-

nological officer and designer, Robert

Gilmer, insisted that the Bureau of Alco-

hol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

(ATF) had no decision about its status at

the time. The position of the agents and

supervisors that communicated with the

company was that because it did not

attach to the firearm, it was merely an

accessory, not a part of a firearm.

A sample has since been submitted

to the ATF’s Firearms Technology

Branch for a more definitive answer.

TESTING
We were able to test fire the unit with

Gilmer over the course of several

months at ranges out to 200 yards.

With a Glock 19, we were ringing steel

targets at 50 yards on our first attempts.

At 100 yards we were given similar results

with the aid of a Leupold Delta Point on a

Glock 17 and an HK VP9. Using a Glock 20

in 10 mm, we scored hits at 125 yards.

The real test came with a CZ75 clone

(Tanfoglio TA-90) and a high speed

video camera. Firing as fast as we could

squeeze the trigger, there was no discern-

able movement detected whatsoever.

PRACTICAL USE
Gilmer’s team studied the patterns of

active shooter incidents since

Columbine. It was discovered that, more

often than not, the first responders were

typically motorcycle officers who can

circumvent heavy traffic faster than a

patrol car.

The USA1Shot weighs 12 ounces and

is easily stored in a saddlebag, pouch or

pack for motorcycle use, bicycle use or

even foot patrols. It seemed a perfect

solution for this concern.

The secondary aspect of these inci-

dents pertains to SWAT or tactical units

who may have to move through an area

congested with pedestrian traffic. Rifles,

carbines, SMGs and the like may be

appreciated by readers of this magazine,

but most non-firearms oriented people

tend to quake in their boots by a display

of force.

The positioning of the handgun allows the shooter to install a shorter eye-relief scope if so desired.

SHOULDER STOCKS FOR PISTOLS AREN’T NEW
A butt stock mounted to a handgun directly (or indirectly in this case) is not a new idea. Flintlock

and percussion pistols from the 18th and 19th centuries were designed in this manner. Every major

revolver manufacturer made use of the idea in the past 150 years and it was a feature on the fighting

pistols of the World War I and World War II, such as the Mauser C96, Luger P08, Colt M1911 and Brown-

ing Hi-Power.

SOURCE
Accurate Pistol Systems:

www.usa1shot.com 
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Besides lending accuracy, the

USA1Shot is lightweight and covert, and

can function as a stopgap between the

officer’s sidearm and a PDW or carbine.

The U.S. Military likes it for this reason

and believes it is more cost effective

and convenient to train troops with it as

opposed to a PDW or SMG.

APS established a factory to produce

the USA1Shot in Reno, Nevada. Since its

introduction, more and more police

departments are ordering them for their

officers. Samples are under test and

evaluation with the Justice Department,

FBI, Secret Service and various branches

of the U.S. Military.

One major firearms manufacturer toyed

with the idea of licensing the USA1Shot as

the factory box/carrying case, but this was

not deemed feasible by APS.

The USA1Shot is not aimed toward

the casual shooter, but to military and

law enforcement agencies for an easier

means to bridge the handgun with the

long gun. It is not intended to replace

the police carbine; it merely increases

the versatility of the officer’s sidearm.

It should prove to be popular as well

with handgun hunters and recreational

shooters who want to reach out further

with their pistols. TW

The USA1Shot is a dynamic pistol rest that incorporates
an adjustable length of pull in its design.

A HUNTER’S INSPIRATION
Robert Gilmer, designer of the USA1Shot, first had the idea when he made an attempt at handgun

hunting and could not get close enough to a pig he was targeting. While lamenting over his lost hams,

bacon and ribs, something more serious grabbed his attention: a statistic involving the high number of

shots fired in most police scenarios with very few rounds hitting the intended target.

He thought to himself that there had to be a way to make a handgun more accurate.

The idea of a butt stock came to mind, but the major drawbacks to that were the $200 tax, the

associated paperwork from the ATF and excessive waiting periods for approval.

Designing a close-fitting but unattached shooting rest took the design engineer a few attempts but

the latest versions are sound and have made a believer out of everyone who has shot one.

DIFFERENT VERSIONS TO CONSIDER
The USA1Shot is ofered in both fixed and adjustable stock versions. The adjustable model uses an

AR bufer tube, which allows the length of pull to be adjusted. The first prototype incorporated a tablet

computer holder and lap desk. Future versions might incorporate cameras and other accessories.

“Holding the pistol

in place with the rest,

the shooter can now

fire his handgun

as he would

a long gun.”
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QUALITY TO ITS VERY CORE
THE CORE 15 IS TOP PICK FOR AN AFFORDABLE AR

I
t’s my choice. Every time.

When I need a good rifle for

personal defense, area defense

or just in case, the AR-15 is the one I

turn to.

The rifle is so proven and so efficient,

there really isn’t any need to choose any

other type. Useful for hunting, personal

defense, as a lawman’s gun and also a

great all-around rifle for building skill,

these rifles serve thousands of Ameri-

cans well. There are more powerful rifles

and a few more accurate, but none are

as versatile as the AR-15 rifle.

The rub is a good quality AR-15 may

run well over a thousand dollars. Unless

you have a Brinks truck following you

around, that is a lot of money. Expensive

guns are OK, but there are good guns for

the rest of us as well. Like the Core 15.

QUALITY TO THE CORE
One maker offers its rifles at a fair price

without cutting corners. In fact, CORE

makes what is arguably one of the

tighter AR-15 rifles. Built upon the same

principles as Eugene Stoner’s original

design, the basic receivers are the core

of the AR-15 style rifles, but the concept

is expanded upon by incorporating the

many benefits of today’s accessories

into the rifles.

Every receiver is built to exacting tol-

erances using state-of-the-art machin-

ing processes.  By exceeding military

standards, CORE Rifle Systems ensures

the best fit possible and can offer a

more reliable, smoother functioning and

more accurate weapon that will provide

you with the peace of mind that you

deserve.

This statement borrows a little from

company literature, but the fact is all of

my shooting and experience demon-

strates the rifle is a good one and the

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY BOB CAMPBELL

For the money the CORE 15 is a versatile all-around rifle. 
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statements are confirmed. “Best” is a

relative term, but I am aware of no rifles

built better, but many that are built

cheaply.  

Part of my information on the rifle

came from an inside source. This young

man isn’t an owner or sales rep. He has

been trained on many facets of rifle

making, including fitting barrels. He

works on the inside of the CORE plant.

For some time he tried to convince me

to test and evaluate a CORE rifle. He has

worked with me since I began my writ-

ing career 20 years ago as a tester and

rater, and there is no one with an opinion

I value more highly.

I didn’t really need another AR-15 rifle,

which is a terrible thing for a writer to

say. I have more rifles than I have time.

Just the same, when I saw one on the

rack at the local pawn shop, I decided to

give the rifle a workout. That was a year

ago and the rifle illustrated is the second

CORE rifle. I guess you could say my

enthusiasm has picked up.

My friend was right concerning the fit

and finish of the CORE rifle. The rifle is a

good base for any type of modification

you wish. There are high-end CORE

rifles with Keymod rails of course, but

the base gun—retailing for less than

$700 in some cases—is a great rifle. It is

similar to the concept of purchasing a

good solid 1911 and then adding a

match-grade barrel and better sights at

a later date.

Chances are it will take some time

before you begin to think that the stan-

dard gun is limiting your performance. I

had an AR-15 with the heavy Keymod

forend and a good quality scope, but the

basic Scout type rifle is simple enough

and very enjoyable to fire and use. 

It is false economy to begin with a

cheap AR-15. I abhor the many “parts

guns” that do not perform. The maker’s

name is on a rifle, but it is put together

by fitting parts from low bidders. You

will spend a lot of money fixing what is

wrong and that money should be spent

on training and ammunition. Ammuni-

tion will cost more than the rifle in the

long run, so get a good rifle to start

your training. The CORE rifle isn’t

cheap. It is affordable.

TESTING THE CORE
The first thing that should be done

when examining a new rifle is to open

the receiver and inspect the bolt car-

rier.  The carrier key must be properly

staked or the rifle simply isn’t worth

having. The CORE 15 passed this test.

Then I try a few trigger compres-

sions. The trigger is smooth enough

with the normal take-up and a clean

break. The trigger breaks at seven

pounds and clean, typical of real world

1911 triggers.

At this point I mounted a Tasco red

dot. This isn’t my service grade optic,

but I have used this humble red dot to

test several rifles and a 12 gauge shot-

gun and it has worked well. I own an

AR-15 with a quality scope capable of

good accuracy well past 200 yards and

another with standard iron sights, so I

“…when I need a good rifle for personal defense,
area defense or just in case, the AR-15 is my choice.”

This CORE 15 with earth-colored furniture and fixed iron sights gave good results.
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thought a red dot sight during this

evaluation would be a learning experi-

ence.

I also tested the rifle with a standard

carrying handle with A2 sights fitted to

the flat top rail. As such, I might not

realize the rifle’s best accuracy, but I

had a good idea of the accuracy poten-

tial of the rifle. 

Magazines are a key component to

any AR-15. They need to work and work

every time they are loaded. There are

many cheap and unreliable magazines

on the market. By the same token,

there many excellent magazines and

they are not expensive. I used the

Brownell’s 20-round magazine along

with a stack of PMAGs and Troy Indus-

tries as well. All worked as designed.

The bolt carrier was well lubricated

prior to firing. If you are doing a lot of

firing, light lubrication burns off

quickly. Be certain to lube the rifle

more heavily. I used Break Free CLP in

this instance. The rifle demanded a

modest break-in period to begin run-

ning correctly. After sixty rounds, func-

tion was at 100 per cent. 

With the red dot mounted, I began

firing at man sized targets at 25 yards

to confirm the zero. I was slightly low,

which would work out for longer range

use. Evaluation of handling and relia-

bility is what counted. I rapid fired three

magazines at three evenly spaced tar-

gets, eating out the X ring of each in

short order.

After firing and looking at the smok-

ing fore-end and contemplating the

stoop to pick up the brass, I made a

notation in the notebook. “No failures

to feed, chamber, fire or eject with

Brownell’s, PMAG and Troy magazines.”

It was much the same throughout.

Next I moved the target stand to 50

yards. The marksmanship problem

didn’t seem much more difficult and

the results were much the same with

the red dot dialed down a point in size.

I let the rifle cool, then prepared to fire

a few 3-shot groups for accuracy off of

the benchrest at 50 yards. 

First up was a combination of the

Speer 45-grain JSP over enough H335

powder for 3,200 fps. A stellar varmintThe flat top configuration of the CORE rifle makes mounting an optic easy enough. 

The CORE 15 safety works crisply with a positive indent.
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SHOOTING RESULTS
The CORE 15 rifle was tested primarily with iron sights. As such the accuracy was good but cer-

tainly could be improved with quality optics. For the author, the down and dirty accuracy at

man sized targets was excellent and this rifle will make a good truck gun. Accuracy testing at

100 yards was conducted with a Leopold 3x9 rifle scope and is more indicative of the rifles

potential. For coyote and deer sized game at moderate range accuracy is more than adequate. 

ACCURACY TABLE

LOAD RANGE GROUP

Speer 45 gr. JSP/H335 powder 3,200 fps 50 yards 2.0 inches

Black Hills 69grain JSP 2,800 fps 50 yards 1.75 inches

(100 yard groups fired with rifle scope mounted rifle.)

Black Hills 50 grain V Max 3,300 fps 100 yards 1.65 inches

Black Hills 69 grain JSP 2,800 fps 100 yards 1.5 inches 

PRICING AND SPECS
At the time of this writing, the

CORE 15 as tested was available at

Cheaperthandirt.com for $615.37.

The TAC III lists at around $1,044. 

That is a great price for this level of

performance.

SPECIFICATIONS AND

FEATURES:

CORE15 M4 Scout AR-15

Semi Auto Rifle 100425

CORE Rifle Systems: www.core15.com

5.56mm NATO (accepts .223 Remington)

■ Direct gas impingement gas system

■ 16-inch 4140 M4 profile barrel

■ 1:9-inch twist

■ Gas tube made of 304 grade

stainless steel

■ Chrome lined 8620 stainless steel

bolt carrier

■ Mil-spec forged 7075-T6 lower receiver

■ Type III Class II hard-coat anodized finish

■ Beveled magwell for improved

reloading speed

■ Machined chevrons in front strap

■ Bullet pictogram safety markings

■ CORE15 mil-spec forged 7075-T6

M-4 upper receiver

■ M4 feed ramps, (1913 picatinny rail

flat top) with dry lube internal finish

■ A-2 flash hider

■ “F” marked A-frame front sight base

(forged)

■ M4 style thermoset molded polymer

hand guards

■ A-2 pistol grip

■ CORE15 six position retractable stock

■ CORE15 hardcore billet charging

handle V.1

■ CORE15 owner’s manual

■ Weight (unloaded): 5.9 pounds

■ CORE’s NO BS lifetime warranty
Firing a good mix of bullet weights the rifle gave credible results. 



load, this handload broke two inches

off of the benchrest. Next up was a

new combination from Black Hills

Ammunition, the 69-grain Tipped

MatchKing. Accuracy was comparable.

I stopped at this point because it was a

waste of premium ammunition as the

rifle was set up. Accuracy was better with

premium loads, but the rifle needed bet-

ter glass. At a later date, I fitted a Leopold

VX 1 3x9x40mm scope. I used the DNZ

scope mount, an excellent rock solid

mount that also rides on my Colt and

Remington rifles.

With this set up I fired for accuracy

from a solid bench rest at 100 yards. Pre-

viously the limiting factor had been

optics. This time the heavy trigger

seemed to be limiting my performance.

Just the same, using the Black Hills

Ammunition 69-grain Tipped loading, I

achieved a number of 1.5 inch groups.

For a standard carbine this is credible

performance.

GOOD GUN FOR THE MONEY
After living with the CORE 15 rifle for

several months, I find the carbine reli-

able, well made of good material and

with good practical accuracy. At well

under $1,000 for the base rifle, it is

clearly well worth its price. Consider

making it your choice. TW
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PRACTICE AMMO
As for ammunition selection, like most of you I avoid what has given trouble or proven dirty

and try to use what has proven reliable and accurate. Inexpensive 55-grain FMJ loads are

viable for the majority of my needs. When hunting or loading the piece for personal defense, I

use a proven JSP loading, but there is little point in doing so for tactical practice sessions.

The bottom line is reliability. I used the Black Hills Ammunition 55-grain FMJ during the initial

evaluation. The Blue Box remanufactured line has given excellent results.

These guys know a little about the AR-15 rifle. Taken at the Nashville NRA show.

Black Hills Ammunition recently introduced a
tipped Matchking load. This 69-grain bullet has
given excellent results in every AR-15 rifle the
author has tested.

“CORE makes what is arguably

one of the tighter AR-15 rifles.”
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• HOLSTERS • BUYER’S GUIDE • HOLSTERS • 

TOP PICKS FOR HANDGUN HOLSTERS

Y
ou put in the time to be competent with your

defensive handgun, but how much thought have

you given to how you’ll carry it? 

A quality holster that’s appropriate for your firearm can make

a big difference in your ability to carry it comfortably and

securely. We’ve chosen some of the best leather and Kydex

offerings from the top holster makers. Check out the websites

for models for your specific guns. Choose one and carry on.
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DESANTIS

Road Runner
MANUFACTURER: DeSantis Holster

Website: www.desantisholster.com

Description: The DeSantis Road Runner is a concealment hol-

ster for casual runners that can be worn either under gar-

ments or over garments using the “hide in plain sight” con-

cept. The gun pocket can be accessed from either side. The

holster is well padded next to the body and includes acces-

sory pocket. 

MSRP: $39.99

DESANTIS
Simple Slide
MANUFACTURER: DeSantis Holster

Website: www.desantisholster.com

Description: Not all holsters have to be complicated or expen-

sive. The DeSantis Simple Slide is a low profile holster for out-

side-the-waistband carry. Made of black, lined leather and

available in two sizes, its simple design accommodates all

barrel lengths.

MSRP: $15.99

DESANTIS
Stowaway Holster
MANUFACTURER: DeSantis Holster

Website: www.desantisholster.com

Description: The DeSantis Stowaway for medium and small

handguns is a concealment designed for women. It’s

ambidextrous and adjustable for different sized torsos. Made

of soft, padded and stretchable Neoprene that’s especially

handy for joggers.

MSRP: $79.99

DESANTIS

Prowler
MANUFACTURER: DeSantis Holster

www.desantisholster.com 

The DeSantis Prowler is a Kydex holster that features the

company’s Redi-lok system for Level II retention. Can be used

as either an inside-the-waistband (IWB) holster or outside as

a belt holster. Uses the Tuckable 360 C-clip that allows you to

tuck in your shirt. Adjustable for height and cant, it’s available

for most Glock pistols.

MSRP: $67.99
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DESANTIS

Underfire Bra Holster
MANUFACTURER: DeSantis Holster

Website: www.desantisholster.com

Description: The DeSantis Underfire Bra Holster is a discreet

Kydex holster for women made for the Ruger LCP or similarly

small pistol. The exterior is soft, comfortable suede. The hol-

ster is worn horizontally and the pistol is drawn by pulling it

straight down. It includes three sizes of hanger straps. 

MSRP: $39.99

GALCO

CarrySafe
MANUFACTURER: Galco Gunleather

Website: www.galcogunleather.com

Description: Galco’s CarrySafe with added accessory carrier

allows for secure carry off the body in handbags, briefcases

and messenger bags. It makes use of an elasticized nylon hol-

ster attached to a leather backing plate. A metal clip on the

backing plate allows the user to adjust the rig to different

bags. Includes a thumb break retention strap. Adjustable for

various right hand draw angles. The accessory carrier will hold

a spare magazine, flashlight, pepper spray or other gear.

MSRP: $49.95

GALCO

MANUFACTURER: Galco Gunleather

Website: www.galcogunleather.com

Description: The Galco Corvus is a Kydex holster that easily

converts from an inside-the-waistband (IWB) holster to a belt

holster. It features an open top design and is adjustable for

carry height and cant. Comes with belt slots for both 1½-inch

and 1¾-inch belts and straps for use inside the waistband.

MSRP: $79.95

GALCO
KingTuk 2 Holster
MANUFACTURER: Galco Gunleather

Website: www.galcogunleather.com

Description: The Galco KingTuk 2 is an IWB hybrid consisting

of a rigid Kydex holster pocket with leather panels on the back

and front. An adjustable magazine carrier attaches to the hol-

ster with a Velcro pad. The removable metal belt clip allows

you to adjust the carry height and angle. Optional nylon C-

hooks allow for even a lower profile. 

MSRP: $89.95
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ALESSI
CQC
MANUFACTURER: Alessi Gun Holsters

Website: www.alessigunholsters.com

Description: Belt holster made from U.S. top grade leather

features belt slots on both sides of the holster that are posi-

tioned for a slightly forward cant. A patch of leather on the

front face stiffens the top to keep it open for reholstering.

Made for 1½-inch belts, it’s available in black or brown. 

MSRP: $135

ALESSI

Talon Plus
MANUFACTURER: Alessi Gun Holsters

Website: www.alessigunholsters.com

Description: The Alessi Talon Plus is a basic IWB holster. With

the company’s Talon Nyclip, it can be used with or without a

belt. The clip design keeps the holster in place when you draw

the gun. It’s designed with molded sight channel to protect

the handgun’s front sight. A strip of leather stiffens the top to

aid in reholstering. Holster angled at a 5-degree cant. 

MSRP: $99
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UNCLE MIKE’S
Advanced Concealment

Pocket Holster
MANUFACTURER: Uncle Mike’s

Website: www.unclemikes.com 

Uncle Mike’s

Advanced Conceal-

ment Pocket Hol-

ster comes in six

sizes to accommo-

date most pocket-

sized handguns. An

adjustable,

ambidextrous

shield helps to dis-

guise the outline of

the firearm so that

it appears as if you

have a wallet or

phone in your

pocket. A non-abrasive, tacky surface helps to hold the holster

in place as you draw the weapon. 

MSRP: $21.45

UNCLE MIKE’S

Competition

Reflex Holster
MANUFACTURER: Uncle Mike’s

Website: www.unclemikes.com

The Competition Reflex Holster uses the company’s Inte-

grated Retention Technology (IRT) to secure the handgun.

You simply grip and twist on the draw to release it. It’s

designed so that competitors can easily remove the holster

between shooting stages and reattach it in the exact posi-

tion on the belt. Injection molded polymer construction.

Made in USA, it’s available for Glock, S&W M&P, Springfield

XD and 1911.

MSRP: $59.95

RITCHIE HOLSTERS

Ankle Holster #1 
MANUFACTURER: Ritchie Holsters

Website: www.ritchieholsters.com 

Black chrome-tanned leather, the holster features a 3/8-inch

thick felt pad for comfort. It comes with an adjustable, 2-inch,

leather reinforced Velcro band.

MSRP: $150

RITCHIE
HOLSTERS
Belt Speed Scabbard
MANUFACTURER: Ritchie Holsters

Website: www.ritchieholsters.com

The Ritchie Belt Speed Scabbard is an open top, outside-the-

waistband leather holster with a 15-degree forward cant and

1½-inch belt loops. 

MSRP: $110
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RITCHIE HOLSTERS
CQQR
MANUFACTURER: Ritchie Holsters

Website: www.ritchieholsters.com

CQQR stands for Close Quarter-Quick Release.

This outside-the-waistband holster has snaps on

the belt loops to allow for easy on and off without

removing your belt.

MSRP: $140
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BULLETPROOF RIDE
TERRADYNE’S GURKHA ARMORED VEHICLE IS
PACKED WITH FEATURES INSIDE AND OUT
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY ABE ELIAS

H
ow often does the average person get to drive an armored vehicle?  I couldn’t

wait. I recently had the opportunity to visit the Terradyne facility in Newmar-

ket, Ontario, and take their Gurkha armored vehicle for a test ride. Want to

know how I did? Buckle up. It could be a bumpy ride.
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OVERVIEW
On Sept. 15, 1916 the first armored

vehicle was used in modern warfare at

the battle of the Somme during World

War I. For nearly 100 years now, armored

vehicles have changed how we deal with

conflict on the ground and in our minds.

Make no mistake: Armored vehicles as

hardware have a profound effect as both

a physical and psychological weapon. 

Terradyne offers three versions of its

Gurkha armored vehicle: the Rapid

Patrol Vehicle (RPV), Light-Armored

Patrol Vehicle (LAPV) and Multi-Pur-

pose Patrol Vehicle (MPV).

Over the last year or so, Terradyne has

started offering a civilian version of their

RPV. All three vehicles are in the light

armored division, meaning they are only

rated for small weapons fire and have

passed testing with 7.62 x 51 and 7.62 x

39 armour piercing rounds.

The Gurkha has a Level 2 rating under

the Standard Armaments Agreement

(STANAG). It has also passed Central

European Norm testing (multi-hit) test-

ing. More commonly used in the U.S. is

the National Institute of Justice rating

(NIJ). Under NIJ, it holds a Level IV rat-

ing, having withstood a single shot from

a .30-06 AP round.

Total gross weight for the three mod-

els ranges from 16,000 pounds to

17,500 pounds. Payload capacity of the

vehicle ranges with the highest being

just over 4,500 pounds. The vehicle is

powered by a 6.7 liter diesel engine that

generates 360 FLB torque and uses a

six-speed automatic engine.

The under chassis is a Ford F550

Super Duty with an upgraded suspen-

sion system to hold the extra weight of

the armor. Crew capacity ranges per

model the smallest being the RPV,

which can carry 2+3, the LAPV carries

2+6 and the MPV carries 2+8. If need be

the running board system is heavy duty

and capable of supporting well over

900 pounds, so that would allow as

many as three personnel on each side

holding on to roof rails.

ARMOR
The Gurkha has a double-layered

armor system that uses a hollow cavity

wall filled with blast-protective mater-

ial. The heaviest armor is located around

A Gurkha RPV finished and ready to role of the factory floor headed to parts undisclosed.

A LAPV version of the Gurkha as it undergoes a small explosives test.

Here the Gurkha is navigating over a rock hazard in the Dubai armored car cross country invitational.
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the passenger area to protect the occu-

pants. The armor as mentioned has

been small arms tested.

As well, the truck has under gone

small explosive testing with no intrusion

into the passenger area. As I toured the

factory, they had various panels dis-

played, two of which had been shot with

a 20 mm cannon round and the other

with a 50 caliber round. Neither of the

rounds was able to penetrate the sec-

ondary layer of armor.

FEATURES
These vehicles can be customized to

the end user’s needs. Available fea-

tures include multiple gun ports, a

360-degree turret hatch, and a multi-

height floor stand for under the turret

to accommodate users of various

heights or allow for different elevations

for viewing.

A camera can be installed at the rear

of the vehicle for surveillance as well as

backing up. Each model can be armed

with a variety of manually operated

weapons or a Remote Weapons System

(RWS). A Gurkha’s tires can be

equipped with either a central inflation

system or a run flat system. 

Communication wise, you can get any

number of radio systems installed, but

to be able to communicate with people

on the outside of the vehicles, the

Gurkhas are equipped with a micro-

phone and speaker system.

By no means is this list exhaustive.

THE GURKHA IS WEAPONS-READY
Through gun ports about the vehicle, any number of hand-held firearms can be employed. Out of the 360-degree

turret up top, a number of systems can be used either manually or by RWS. An example of a RWS utilized on the

Gurkha is the use of an M240 machine gun. An M240 fires NATO 7.62 x 51 rounds at a rate of up to 750 rounds per

minute. Belt fed, the M240 is a good choice for a RWS. Barring jams, the exposure for personnel is greatly reduced.

The system uses an infrared camera and a forward video camera to provide eyes for the operator in the vehicle. The

operator works the system from a central control pedestal with a joystick. The vehicle’s rear facing camera can be uti-

lized to view any threats approaching from behind, while the operator uses the systems cameras to concentrate on

present threats.

An LAPV Gurkha taking on a water challenge
during the running of the armored car course in
Dubai.
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USING STANDARD FORD PARTS
IS A BIG ADVANTAGE

B
uilding the armored car on the Ford F550 platform provides a

unique advantage to the Terradyne Company. Ask any com-

manding oicer how useful a vehicle is when it is out of commission

even for a short time. It weakens their strategic position.

Any oicer would agree that a short a supply line is the better. Using

a Ford vehicle base allows them to use the Ford distribution lines, the

largest world presence out of any of the manufacturers.

What does this all add up too? Well if something goes wrong, the

part for your vehicle is no further away than your closest Ford dealer.

Also, on an ongoing basis, maintaining any fleet of police or military

vehicles in small countries just got easier.

With limited budgets, some of the smaller forces or users of these

vehicles will still have access to parts without having to carry a large

inventory like a large army would.

Using Ford also means they have the availability of Ford manufac-

turing capacity if need be. If you remember your history, even when the

Sherman tank was out-gunned by the German tanks, the American

forces were capable of producing the Sherman tank in great enough

numbers to ofset the disadvantage.

This is the civilian version of the RVP.
A feature of the RVP is a small rear
bed that can be used to transport
gear. The bed’s gate also carries the
spare tire.

Each seat is equipped with a five-point
harness to secure the passengers
through the roughest rides.
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The vehicle is highly adaptable. An

option is also to have protective grating

installed over the windows and flood-

lights. The list goes on.

APPLICATION
Light armored vehicles have a number

of applications in law enforcement and

military settings.

In law enforcement, the version of the

Gurkha known as the MPV would be a

good vehicle for emergency response

teams. Its primary use would be to trans-

port personnel into an area quickly, while

protecting them from small arms fire.

As mentioned on the outset of the

article, don’t forget the physiological

factor. The use of an MVP can have an

effective presence while trying to dis-

perse large crowds during civil unrest. It

is a totally enclosed vehicle, which lends

an ominous presence to it. Having it arrive

on scene would be somewhat akin to the

Death Star showing up with a bunch of

storm troopers ready to pop out.

In a military capacity, light armor is

used in a variety of Light Cavalry tactics.

To protect the engine compartment the area is enclosed in a layer of armor and the plates are angle to help deflect shots. The louvered plating at the
front allows for air to flow into the engines while protecting it from direct shots.

Under the turret in the RVP there is a multi position step plate that allows the person using the tur-
ret to change their height. 
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The front seats and dash with gauges are all original Ford F550 super duty. So little is changed on the base truck, everything is still under warranty at a
Ford dealership.

A look at the RVP form the rear side with doors open and hatch up. The civilian version has a mix of military and of-road look to it.
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Light armor can be used as convoy

escort, recognisance or to move basic

supplies such as water and ammo into

an area with speed.

What light armor lacks in protection it

makes up for in speed and manoeuvra-

bility. It can’t go head-to-head with the

heavy armor, but it can keep it busy.

Light amour can move in fast and in

numbers can have a demoralizing effect

on the enemy. It allows a force to cover

a large area giving the impression of

being everywhere therefore overwhelm-

ing the opponent.

THE RIDE
To all intents and purposes, the

Gurkha is an F550 truck with an

armored vehicle body. Key parts in the

suspension are upgraded to handle the

stress of the extra weight and rough ter-

rain. I did notice the turn radius on it was

better than my pickup truck, and it did

have some pep to it.

Because it was my first time driving

an armored car, the only thing I could

compare it to was an old pickup truck.

After a couple of bumps, my kidneys

were thoroughly tenderized.

The interior—at least up front—is pretty

much standard Ford Super Duty. In fact,

the dash still says Ford Super Duty. So it

was comfortable (if you don’t hit any

bumps) and they provide five-point har-

nesses for both driver and passengers.

Braking was not a problem, but you

could definitely feel the weight of the

vehicle through the pedal if you know

what I mean. I was careful to give myself

plenty of stopping time. I was a little dis-

appointed that they turned down my

request to drive over a couple of cars,

but I suppose every review has its limits.

Overall, I found Terradyne’s vision of

an armored car to be very interesting.

The idea of making it easily serviceable,

coupled with their desire to educate the

buyer inspires confidence.

As appearances go, even the RPV

model with an open bed in the back has a

closed traveling fortress look to it. Terra-

dyne is very quality driven and has taken

their vehicles through every standard test

and some that go above and beyond. TW

MAKING CONTACT
Base prices for civilian versions of the

Gurkha start at $280,000 and the military

/police versions start at $480,000.

Contact information
Terradyne Armored Vehicles

www.terradyneinc.com 

402 Mulock Drive

P.O. Box 387

Newmarket, Ontario L3Y 9B9

Canada

TEL: +1 905 726 7400

FAX: +1 905-853-2289

sales.desk@terradyneinc.com

The turret hatch was easy to swing 360 degrees. Here is just the plain personnel hatch.

VIAGRA, CIALIS, 

LEVITRA, PROPECIA, 

VALTREX ONLINE!

All FDA approved 
brand name 
medications

USA Pharmacies and 
Doctors since 1998

Order Online,
by Phone

(1-800-467-0693)
or Mobile Device!

Safe
Secure

Discreet

5% discount at
Viamedic.com/guns
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The author still finds the Remington 870 one of the most
reliable and efective combat shotguns every made. In
this case he uses an 870 Express Tactical with the GATOR
spreader choke. 
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There were still some at that time who even favored double-barreled shotguns

with short barrels for combat. For example, the NYPD used Stevens doubles for its

detectives for many years. Generally, though, for law enforcement, the Remington

870 or Ithaca 37 was the standard, though some agencies used Winchester, High

Standard, Smith & Wesson or other riot guns. 

So which direction should you go … pump or auto? In the following story, I’ll talk

about how to select the best tactical shotgun. 

PUMP
VS.AUTO

IN “HEAD-TO-HEAD COMPETITION,”

WHICH IS THE BEST

TACTICAL SHOTGUN?

W
hen I first started using tactical shotguns in the 1960s, I didn’t

even consider using an auto. Riot guns were pumps and that was

it. The conventional wisdom was that autoloaders were less reli-

able than pumps, a point that I will address later.

BY LEROY THOMPSON
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SPEED OF OPERATION
The first combat auto-loading shot-

gun I used was a World War II Reming-

ton Model 11 Riot Gun from the collec-

tion of a friend. I put maybe 10 rounds

through it and found that it func-

tioned reliably.

If I remember correctly, the next auto-

loading shotgun I tried was one of the

first Benellis imported into the U.S. I was

at the Chapman Academy and Ray let

me try his new Benelli. I was very

impressed with how fast it operated, as

was just about everyone who tried one.

Ray was fast enough that he could

empty the magazine before the first

spent case hit the ground. That speed of

engagement impressed me, but that

generation of Benellis had a relatively

complicated loading drill. This has

changed on current generation Benellis.

I’m a great believer that law enforce-

ment and military weapons should be

as simple as possible to soldier/cop-

proof them.

Speed of operation is still one of the

advantages of the auto-loading shot-

gun. In fact, this is more the case than it

was during World War II or Vietnam.

During those conflicts, Winchester

Models 97 and 12 and Ithaca Model 37

Trench and Riot guns were used. All of

these pump actions were very fast

because they lacked a trigger discon-

nect, allowing the shooter to hold the

trigger back and just operate the pump.

However, the Models 97 and 12 are no

longer made, and the current version of

ADVANTAGES OF THE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN
1. Greater speed of operation

2. Allows for better use of cover

3. Recoil is normally milder

One of the more recent self-loading combat shotguns is the Beretta 1301 Tactical. An extended magazine has been added to maximize the fast firing
capability of the 1301. 
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the 37 now has a trigger disconnect.

The pump action can still be operated

quickly, just not as quickly. A friend of

mine who used to be a St. Louis detec-

tive told me of multiple officer-involved

shootings using the Remington 870.

More than once, the Internal Affairs

detectives investigating the officer-

involved shooting would ask how many

rounds had been fired and be told one

or two, but when they checked the

shotgun the tubular magazine was

empty. The officers weren’t lying; they

had just kept pumping in the heat of

the deadly encounter.

USE OF COVER
Another big advantage of the auto-

loading shotgun is that it allows better

use of cover. Since it is not necessary to

operate the slide action, the shooter can

go prone or use low cover more readily.

By the way, something that I’ve found

works well when shooting over cover

with a pump shotgun is to keep the sup-

port hand steady on top of the cover

and operate the action by shoving the

gun forward with my shooting hand.

TOPPING OFF
With both auto-loading and pump

shotguns, training should include top-

ping off the magazine whenever there is

a lull in the action. Generally, since auto-

loaders go through rounds more quickly,

the constant reload will be even more

important.

On combat shotguns, I normally like

sidesaddle shell carriers with the shell

ADVANTAGES OF THE PUMP SHOTGUN
1. Usually has a lower initial cost

2. Reliable with all types of ammo
without adjustment

3. Manual feeding can be safer for
beginners

4. Barrels can shortened without

affecting reliability

5. Easy to clear some stoppages

A Marine firing a Mossberg M500 pump action at Camp Leatherneck in Afghanistan. 

U
S

M
C
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heads down so I can quickly pull them

out and insert them into the magazine.

If I have some slugs, I put them heads up

for easy ID by feel. Sidesaddle carriers

do require a bit of care going through

doorways or exiting vehicles so they

don’t catch.

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
Because auto-loading shotguns go

through ammunition more quickly, vari-

ous methods have been tried to

increase capacity. Detachable box mag-

azines make sense, but they protrude

below the weapon and make going

prone and movement through brush dif-

ficult—basically, they get in the way.

There are some contemporary auto-

loading shotguns that have dealt with

that issue well. My favorite is the SRM

1216, which has a 16-round magazine

that acts as the forearm. Four 12-guage

shells are held in each of four chambers.

As one chamber is emptied, the forearm

is rotated to the next chamber and a

round is automatically chambered and

ready to go. Based on my fairly extensive

testing, it is reliable and fast.

Multiple feed tubes are also being

used for both pumps and autos. One

of the pumps that I’ve found works

well is the UTS-15. This bullpup is

compact, only 28.3 inches overall, and

has a shell capacity of 14+1 rounds,

achieved with twin 7-round tubes plus

a round in the chamber.

A member of the USS Blue Ridge FAST illus-
trates another advantage of the self-loading
combat shotgun: the ability to use various
types of cover.

U
S

M
C

Pump actions such as this 870 with 12-inch barrel from Scattergun Technologies allow use of short barrels without worrying about reliability of operat-
ing an auto-loading action. Thompson has found when firing a pump action over cover it is sometimes more eicient to hold the support hand static
while pushing forward with the shooting hand to operate the action
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STOPPAGES
Another consideration in pumps ver-

sus autos is the ability to quickly clear a

shell stuck in the chamber. Normally, a

pump gives more leverage to quickly

clear a stuck round. With an autoloader,

if there is a large enough bolt handle it

may be kicked with the boot or banged

against some type of solid object to

clear. Otherwise, clearing a stuck case

with an auto-loading shotgun can

require down time.

Another advantage of the pump action

is that barrels may be shortened without

affecting reliability, though this does lower

magazine capacity, as the tubular maga-

zine will have to be shortened as well.

It is possible to get reliable auto-loading

shotguns with shorter barrels but the gas

valve will have to be regulated to the

shorter barrel. Both Benelli and Reming-

ton offer versions of their combat

autoloaders with 14-inch barrels designed

to allow proper functioning. I have fired a

reasonable number or rounds through

both and found them very reliable.

RELIABILITY
I use a Remington 11-87 Police model

a lot and have found it extremely reli-

able. I may have had a failure to feed,

but I don’t remember one. I’ve been

using the shotgun for many years and

hundreds of rounds and trust it enough

that it is my house shotgun. I have also

found Mossberg’s 930 Tactical

extremely reliable.

Just a note on the 930 Tactical: it

has a very prominent and sturdy cock-

ing handle, which allows ease of oper-

ation and the ability to kick or knock

the action open to get rid of a stuck

shell. Recently, I’ve been testing the

Beretta 1301 Tactical and am finding it

quite reliable as well. As far the

Benelli, the current models that I use

are also highly reliable. The M4 (1014)

used by the USMC has proven itself in

military service and has done well in

my testing. My favorite Benelli, though,

is the M3 Tactical.

The M3 is a convertible model, which

may be used as a semi-auto or as a

On any combat shot-

gun, I want to be able to

rack the bolt on a semi-

auto to chamber a round or

on a pump to operate the

slide action to chamber a

round. By the way, unless

immediate action is antici-

pated, I prefer to keep the

magazine full but the

chamber empty.

To some extent with

pump shotguns, I am one

of those who believes that

the sound of the slide

action in operation is a

great deterrent to trouble-

makers. Not all agree with

that, but, in any case, I con-

sider the shotgun safer

without a round cham-

bered until needed. More

than one law enforcement

agency has had a patrol car

with a large hole in the roof

from a shotgun left with a

round chambered in a car.

CARRY
CHAMBER
EMPTY

Members of a USMC FAST (Fleet Anti-Terrorism Security Team) firing their M1014 Benellis aboard
the USS Blue Ridge. The number of empties in the air illustrates the fast firing capability of this self-
loading military shotgun. 

“…he could empty the magazine

before the first spent case

hit the ground.”

U
S

M
C
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Marines firing the M1014 at Camp Lejeune, NC. (USMC)

Pump actions such as the Mossberg M500 are
often a better choice for those not normally issued
the shotgun for combat. In this case, sailors on the
USS George H. W. Bush go through familiarization
training with the Mossberg M500. 

U
S

N
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pump action. There is a misconception

about the dual action shotguns that

should be cleared up. I have heard vari-

ous “experts” state that the dual

actions came about because the shot-

gun was unreliable in self-loading

mode, thus requiring the ability to

switch to pump action.

Often, those who are pontificating are

discussing that favorite of action

movies, the SPAS-12. The dual action

shotgun came about initially because

Italian troops sent on peacekeeping

operations wanted an auto-loading

shotgun that gave the option of firing

standard buckshot loads or less-lethal

loads. The ability to switch to pump

action allowed the less-lethal loads,

which do not generate enough recoil to

operate the automatic action, to be fed

through the magazine. My M3 has a

folding stock that is an excellent com-

bat shotgun.

The pump action is reliable, but I

would argue that with users who are not

well trained it can be less reliable than a

good self-loading combat shotgun.

It takes practice to avoid short-

stroking a pump shotgun, especially

under stress. Pulling the action

smartly all the way to the rear, then

thrusting it forward until the bolt locks

must be drilled into the user of the

Pattern fired with the current version of the
Ithaca Model 37 Defense. Unlike earlier Ithaca
Model 37s, this one has a trigger disconnect,
which requires that the finger release the trig-
ger after each shot to re-set.

THE COST FACTOR
One other consideration, especially for law enforcement agencies, is the greater cost of the auto-loading

shotgun. This is normally the case, but not always. A semi-auto Mossberg 930 Tactical is not markedly

more expensive than some pump Mossberg 590 models.

This easily operated switch allows
the Benelli M3 Tactical to be

quickly converted between semi-
auto and pump action modes.

pump shotgun. 

For a less experienced user, there is

also a safety issue with an auto shotgun

versus a pump. After a round is fired, in

an auto another round is immediately

chambered and the safety is off unless

applied.

However, with a pump shotgun, the

user will have to manually work the

action to chamber a new round. For a

well-trained user, this is not a major

issue, but for someone getting a shot-

gun for home defense, it may be an

argument for a pump. 

AND THE WINNER
This has just been a quick examina-

tion of some of the advantages or dis-

advantages of each type of shotgun.

There are numerous other considera-

tions that will apply to either, such as

sights, magazine capacity, location of

safety and finish. Personally, just as I like

select blondes, brunettes and redheads,

I like select pumps, self-loaders and

dual actions. TW
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UPDATING THE

FUTURISTIC

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY MIKE SEARSON

THE FN PS90 WAS AHEAD OF ITS TIME,

AND A FEW ACCESSORIES

CAN KEEP IT THAT WAY
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I
t was a most unusual and futuristic firearm, with its bullpup design, top-

mounted magazine and tiny 5.7x28 mm cartridge. 

It’s been 10 years since U.S. shooters first got their introduction to the FN

PS90—the civilian version of Fabrique Nationale’s FN P90. It caused quite a stir

at the time. Shooters loved it but didn’t hesitate to ofer their opinions on how

they’d like to improve it or modify it to suit their needs. 

Manufacturers responded, and now there are several companies ofering

accessories and services to update the PS90 exactly the way you want it.  Here’s

how to update the futuristic. 
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SIGHTS
The PS90’s integrated sighting system

was one of the things many shooters

found lacking. When compared to the

rest of the platform, it does seem like

an afterthought.

The original factory ring sights were

barely adequate, so FNH offered a special

sight for the Secret Service that projected

a black spot in a manner similar to a reflex

sight. As unique as it was, better options

exist. Still, that does not keep the gear

heads from paying insane aftermarket

prices for two-decade-old technology.

From 2010 to 2014, FNH offered a fac-

tory red dot, which may have been the

best they offered for the PS90. Unfortu-

nately when the supply ran out, they fell

T
he P90’s 5.7×28 mm cartridge was developed by FN Herstal to

replace the 9 mm NATO round in handguns and PDW’s such as

the FN P90. The entire round weighs half as much as a 9 mm

round, allowing the shooter to carry twice the amount of ammunition

for roughly the same weight. Effective range is out to 200 yards. The

lightweight bullet from the short case tends to lose more energy beyond

that point.

Its high velocity yields a very flat trajectory, and many silencer man-

ufacturers offer a rimfire “can” that will suppress the sound signature.

Recoil is more akin to a 22 rimfire as opposed to 5.56 mm NATO or

even 9 mm. The flat trajectory coupled with the low recoil impulse

makes for a very accurate shooting platform.

Availability of the ammunition was a concern when the rifle was first

introduced. The High Velocity penetrator ammunition is strictly controlled

as a “military and law enforcement only” type round, but American Eagle

and FNH offer ammunition for about $30 for a box of 50, and I have never

had problems finding it at local gun shops and sporting goods retailers.

AMMUNITION

The P90 and PS90 break down into two major
components for quick and easy compact storage.

The civilian PS90’s barrel and pinned flash hider make attaching a sound suppressor somewhat
problematic. Going the NFA route and installing a shorter barrel lets the shooter run a multitude of
muzzle devices such as the SAS Tomb brake/mount.
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back to a basic Picatinny-type mount

that places most optics too high for the

average shooter.

The best bet for PS90 shooters is to

turn to after-market options. Mark

McWillis of TROS USA, for instance,

offers a variety of scope mounts for the

PS90 that work extremely well with

Aimpoint or other red dot sights.

OTHER ACCESSORIES
Other manufacturers offering parts and

accessories to update your PS90

include:

Man Kave, with its extended charging

handle, extended magazine release and

replacement magazine rollers. These

are available through Bullpup Armory.

CMMG, besides offering barrels, also

makes a flash hider for the PS90. Parker

Mountain Machine makes a quick-

detach sling mount. Percival Armaments

offers a complete stock screw set.

For attaching lights and lasers, CAA

(Command Arms Accessories) and Fab

Defense make excellent mounts.

F
NH’s PS90 is a semiautomatic rifle based on the FN P90 select-

fire PDW (Personal Defense Weapon), a unique weapon in that

it was totally designed from the ground up instead of borrowing

from the pattern of any other platform. 

The primary differences between the P90 and its civilian counterpart

are the lack of the full auto sear and selector as well as the use of a 16-

inch barrel on the PS90. The P90 makes use of a shorter barrel that

measures 10.4 inches in length and an overall length of 20 inches. 

That works well in the NFA (National Firearms Act) world, but not so

much for general sales to the public. To bring the overall length of the

PS90 to a compliant 26 inches, FNH installed a two-piece configuration

of a barrel with a pinned flash hider.

As for the similarities, while not quite as compact as the P90, the PS90

is still very handy and light. The PS90’s controls are 100 percent ambidex-

trous, so it is suitable for right-handed and southpaw shooters. Fired brass

is ejected through the bottom, and a brass catcher that attaches to this

port is a necessity should the shooter want to reload empty casings later.

SOURCES
If you want to update your PS90, a good

source for parts and accessories from vari-

ous manufacturers is Bullpup Armory,

www.bullpuparmory.com 

FOR FACTORY-DIRECT
ACCESSORIES:

MANUFACTURER

FNUSA, www.fnusa.com 

SIGHT MOUNTS

AND BARREL MODIFICATIONS

TROS, www.trosusa.com

AFTER-MARKET BARRELS

AND FLASH HIDERS

CMMG, www.cmmg.com 

SUPPRESSORS

Suppressed Armament Systems (SAS),

www.suppressedarmament.com. 

SLING MOUNTS

PMM, www.parkermountainmachine.com 

LIGHT MOUNTS

CAA, www.commandarms.com ,

Fab Defense, www.fab-defense.com

Brief BACKGROUND

SAS silencers from left to right: Sentinel, Eadrom and the Blast Diverter. These are among the qui-
etest suppressors the author has tried in more than 25 years of working with these devices.

“As a tactical PDW, the P90
or even the PS90

in an SBR configuration
is damn near unbeatable.”
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SUPPRESSING THE PS90
The pinned flash hider and the lack of a

threaded barrel make the mounting of a

silencer on an unaltered PS90 difficult,

if not impossible. Also, due to its con-

struction, the barrel needs to undergo a

specialized procedure for shortening it

prior to adding a threaded mount. A few

companies, including TROS USA, spe-

cialize in this type of work.

Naturally, before altering the barrel

and adding a suppressor, you would

have to fill out an NFA Form 1 with the

ATF and pay the $200 tax. 

Another alternative is to buy an after-

market barrel. An FNH factory barrel is

as rare and expensive as a full set of

teeth on a hen. However, CMMG makes

a threaded barrel for the PS90 that sells

for about $270. 

As great a shooter as the PS90 is, I

was itching to try a P90 with a silencer

mounted. 

Tim Humston of Suppressed Arma-

ment Systems (SAS) was kind enough

to bring his real P90 to the range to try it

LONG TIME

GETTING HERE
When FNH’s P90 rifle first emerged on the

shooting scene more than two decades ago,

it looked like something that leapt from the

screen of the latest science fiction thriller.

By the time most U.S. shooters saw

glimpses of the Belgian-made blaster

around 1994, the idea of obtaining one

seemed like a pipe dream as we were in

the first year of the Federal Assault

Weapon Ban and it seemed that the Euro-

pean gun makers were turning their backs

on the U.S. market.

Fortunately that ill-advised piece of leg-

islation expired in 2004, and most of us

who lived under that draconian ban are

finding that the manufacturers are rolling

out innovative designs every year, including

FNH who made the civilian version known

as the PS90 available 10 years ago.

TOP-MOUNTED 

MAGAZINE
Another way the FN PS90 is unusual is

that its magazine is translucent and loads

on the top of the weapon as opposed to

the bottom as most typical rifles. This

keeps the weapon compact and eliminates

the problems of a vertical magazine that

can snag on things or be unable to clear the

inside of a vehicle.

The almost clear body allows shooters

to keep track of ammunition at a glance.

FNH has been keeping the prices down on

these to less than $30 MSRP.

At the same time, the magazine is prob-

ably the weakest link in the system, but

not for functionality or reliability. In its

manual of arms the loading sequence is

achieved by swiveling the rounds sideways

and pushing them downward and to the

rear. Attempting this under stress or with a

need for haste is an exercise in futility. The

answer here is to load more magazines

than you think you will need well in

advance.

The P90 with its soft recoiling round is a hit with female shooters.

The PS90 looks like something out of a science fiction movie, but it has proven to be a good option
for today’s shooters. (FHN photo)
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with a few of his silencers. Although two

of these were 5.56 cans, the 5.7 round

can be fired through most pistol and

even rimfire silencers if the latter is rated

for it.

We tried a unique offering that he

makes known as a “Blast Diverter.” In

Humston’s words, “It is too loud to sell

as a silencer and too quiet to be a muz-

zle device.”

The Blast Diverter measures about 2.5

inches and adds an inch and a half to

the overall length of the P90. More

importantly, it provides a hearing-safe

sound signature for the 5.7 round. We

tried the same device on a rifle cham-

bered in 5.56 and, while it lessened the

noise, it was definitely not hearing safe

and gave us a mild case of tinnitus for

about 15 minutes.

SAS’s 5.56 silencers really made a

huge difference in sound quality, but as

we mentioned, the extended length sort

of defeats the P90’s true purpose.

STILL A GOOD CHOICE
As a tactical PDW, the P90 or even the

PS90 in an SBR configuration is damn

near unbeatable. It is light, fast, accurate

and effective out to 200 yards. Very few

shoulder arms can get on target so

quickly, and the restricted penetrator-

type ammunition is a definite step up for

police, military or protective details when

going against a hard target.

The factory PS90, with its longer pro-

file, may not be as versatile and merely

seen as a curiosity by the non-tactically

minded. Yet it is a mistake to dismiss

this unique rifle as a range toy. It can be

a valuable tool for introducing new

shooters to modern sporting rifles and it

can serve as a viable defensive weapon

as it was originally intended. TW

FINDING A ROLE

AS A PDW
When the FN P90 and later the FN

PS90 were introduced, their bullpup

designs allowing for short overall lengths

made them ideal as Personal Defense

Weapons (PDWs).

PDWs are intended for non-combat

arms personnel such as truck drivers,

cooks, mechanics or administrative types.

Though they may be armed with pistols for

personal defense in case of an enemy

attack, 9 mm hardball does not work so

well against an attacker armed with a rifle

wearing body armor.

PDWs such as the P90 offer these types

of troops a more effective and powerful

defensive option without the necessity of

carrying full-size battle rifles.

SHOOTING

THE PS90
The first time a shooter throws a PS90

into his shoulder, he cannot help but notice

how unbelievably lightweight the entire

rifle is. Some handguns easily weigh more

than the PS90 does with its fully loaded

50-round magazine.

It has no forend as on a traditional rifle,

but a molded hand stop in front of the trig-

ger guard keeps the shooter’s hand from

moving forward of the barrel while firing.

The trigger is a bit stiff but not unbear-

able, and the safety is mounted directly

beneath it, making it easy and convenient

once the shooter gains familiarity.

FNH ships the rifle in the original OD

green or black. Some models feature a

mounted optic or reflex sight, while others

run open sights. One model, known as the

PS90TR, features factory-mounted

Picatinny side rails on the receiver.

The SAS Blast Diverter is diminutive compared to the Sentinel.

“It is light, fast, accurate and effective out to 200 yards.

Very few shoulder arms can get on target so quickly…”
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THE SILENT

TREATMENT
ADDING A SUPPRESSOR

AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

TO THE ISRAELI TAVOR

BOOSTS THE RIFLE’S

ALREADY AWESOME

TACTICAL TRAITS

T
he IWI Tavor, fully made in the U.S., has proven to be very popular

with civilians as an alternative to the more traditional AR-15 plat-

form. Manufacturers have capitalized on this popularity by offer-

ing after-market accessories to keep Tavor enthusiasts happy, including

better triggers as many shooters were critical of it as it came from the

factory.

BACKGROUND
When IWI (Israeli Weapon Industries) introduced the Tavor to the U.S. market

a couple of years ago, it was one of the most highly anticipated rifles of the 21st

Century. 

Since its inception, it has been adopted by more than 20 countries in addition

to Israel, including Brazil (where it is produced under license by Taurus), Colum-

bia, Cameroon, Ukraine, India, Thailand, Vietnam and Guatemala.

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY MIKE SEARSON
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Tim Humston of Suppressed Armament
Systems fires the Tavor with his com-
pany’s Sentinel silencer locked in place.
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This bullpup has been showing up in

the U.S. among local SWAT teams such

as the Pennsylvania Capitol Police, Nye

County Sheriff’s Office in Nevada and

the Lakewood, New Jersey, Police

Department due to its compact size for

CQB and ease of storage in a vehicle.

SIGHTS AND OPTICS
The Tavor features integrated backup

iron sights, which are unique in that they

fold down and disappear within the

body of the attached Picatinny rail. The

front sight post has a tritium dot in the

center for use in lowlight conditions.

The full length top rail facilitates the

mounting of optics to the rifle. Mounting

an optic, such as the Vortex Strike Fire

that I use, requires the use of a riser to

bring the scope up to eye level.

Side rails above the rifle’s forend

allow further customization of the Tavor,

and a wide range of flashlights, lasers or

other accessories can be mounted

depending on the shooter’s needs.

OTHER FEATURES
Tavor rifles accept standard STANAG

pattern AR-15 magazines, with one

exception: the Beta-C Mag. Those Beta

100-round drum magazines can be diffi-

cult to insert or remove due to the gun’s

compact ergonomics. Their additional

weight seems to throw off the balance

of the weapon, too. Extended length

magazines that hold more than 30

rounds may make it difficult for the

shooter to fire from the prone position.

IWI sells the Tavor in 16- or 18-inch

barrel lengths. Factory SBRs (short bar-

reled rifles) with sub 16-inch barrels are

available, as is a special 20-inch version

with a permanently fixed muzzle brake

for sale in states such as Massachu-

setts, Maryland and New Jersey. This

version takes the Tavor to a full 30

inches in length and sort of defeats the

purpose of the rifle. 

SUPPRESSING THE TAVOR
After owning my Tavor for more than

a year, I decided to update it by adding a

silencer. I did not want to extend the

overall length by any more than neces-

sary, as the rifle’s most desirable feature

is its short overall length. So I contacted

a local company known for manufactur-

ing the shortest and quietest cans on

the market: Suppressed Armament Sys-

tems (SAS) of Sparks, Nevada.

In the first shooting session with the

silencers, the owner, Tim Humston, and

office manager, Karen Hayes, met me at

a local shooting spot. We attached one

of SAS’s proprietary brakes known as

the Tomb that quickly attached to the ½

x28 thread pitch of the muzzle.

This muzzle device has a series of

WHAT IS A BULLPUP?
A bullpup rifle difers from a standard rifle by locating the chamber, bolt carrier group and the

magazine to the rear of the shooter’s head and placing the rifle’s trigger forward to simulate the

ergonomics of firing a pistol.

This gives the rifle a shorter overall length for use in close-quarter combat in urban scenarios

and easily allows the rifle to be stored in a vehicle or helicopter, not to mention that the shorter

overall length lightens the load if you need to hoof it.

IWI Tavor equipped with Vortex Strikefire, flashlight and SAS Eadrom.
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swirling flutes cut longitudinally and a

threaded portion located near the base.

Lockup is secure once tightened, and

the silencer simply threads on like a

direct thread without the use of locking

rings or toothed mounts.

We tried a short “can” first that was

barely 5.5 inches in length and 1.45

inches in diameter called the Eadrom

(pronounced add-rum) and the sound

signature was on par with some other

companies’ longer 5.56 silencers. This

was taking into consideration that

transmitted sound would be higher as

the chamber is much closer to the

shooter’s ear.

With a weight of 9 ounces, this

silencer can be used on rifle barrels as

short as 8 inches. It is metered to reduce

sound by 33.2 decibels.

Moving up slightly, we mounted the

Sentinel. This silencer was 2 inches

longer, 1 ounce heavier and metered at

35 decibels in sound reduction. Its

slightly longer length and weight was not

a hindrance to the rifle and that 2 decibel

difference made it notably quieter.

BLOCKING THE HOT GASES
The major downside to this testing

was the bane of all who shoot sup-

pressed rifles: hot gases to the face. The

culprit was not apparent immediately.

The rear of the receiver was solid plastic,

the obvious vents were located on the

hand guard, but every 10 rounds or so,

the rifle got uncomfortable to shoot.

After performing more research on the

rifle, we determined that the gas was

blowing through the “closed” ejection

port cover on the left hand side of the

stock. In attempting to make this rifle

ambidextrous, the designers must not

have considered the use of a silencer,

which increases rearward gas pressure.

Luckily a company known as Gear

Head Works (gearheadworks.com) has a

solution for this in the form of a single

point sling swivel mount. Company

owner, Paul Reavis, was a fan of the Tavor

SOURCES
To outfit and update your Tavor with parts

and accessories from various manufacturers,

a good source is Bullpup Armory,

www.bullpuparmory.com

For factory-direct parts and accessories:

MANUFACTURER

Israel Weapon Industries, iwi.us 

SUPPRESSORS

Suppressed Armament Systems (SAS),

www.suppressedarmament.com

TRIGGERS

Geissele Automatics, geissele.com;

Timney Triggers, www.timneytriggers.com;

Shooting Sight, www.shootingsight.com 

RAILS, SLING MOUNTS

AND EJECTION PORT COVERS

Gear Head Works, www.gearheadworks.com 

Changing the factory flash hider for an SAS Tomb mount allows you to mount the Eadrom silencer.
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SHOOTING THE TAVOR
TAKES PRACTICE

As expected, the Tavor makes use of a

very diferent manual of arms than the

typical AR-15 or M-16 and the redistribu-

tion of the rifle’s weight can prove to be a

challenge for some shooters. Yet, with

practice, a shooter can quickly insert a

loaded magazine, seat the bolt and rack

a round into the rifle’s chamber in one

very swift and smooth movement.

At 100 yards, I shot several 2- to 3-inch

groups. At 200 yards and 300 yards, the

group sizes opened significantly, but they

were still within the realm of combat efec-

tiveness. The rifle functioned flawlessly

with multiple types of ammunition, yet it

was not close to the accuracy of an AR-15.

The short length of the Tavor means you can prop it against a tree stump with your load bearing gear to take a quick break on a hot afternoon.
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from its introduction. He noticed a differ-

ent type of shortcoming: The factory-

mounted quick detach side swivels are

not very friendly to a single point sling.

He came upwith a mount known as

the Fulcrum Located Extra swivel

(FLEX) that replaces the factory ejec-

tion port cover on the stock. It securely

clamps directly into the receiver with a

very close fit into the ejection port win-

dow. It works on either side and can be

mounted with the swivel socket forward

or to the rear. It is hard anodized billet

aluminum for extreme durability and is

the perfect balance point for a single

point sling.

Additionally, this device closes off the

gaps in the ejection port cover that

allows the gasses to hit the shooter’s

face. He sent us a sample and after 10

minutes of disassembling the rifle and

installing the FLEX we were ready for a

second run with SAS’s silencers.

The FLEX did not make the rifle any

quieter, but it was definitely more pleas-

ant to shoot and is only one of a number

of innovative devices produced by Gear

Head Works for the Tavor.

AFTER-MARKET TRIGGERS
Out of the box, the Tavor may not be

as refined as an off-the-shelf AR-15, but

steady practice and the right ammuni-

tion can overcome this rather quickly.

The primary culprit is the trigger. Due to

the design of most bullpup rifles, the

trigger is not situated for “match grade”

accuracy. 

With the high price of the Tavor, I orig-

inally thought it might replace my vari-

ous AR-15s and M4s. The short length

was perfect and after installing Gear

Head Works’ FLEX and SAS’s silencers,

the rifle seemed almost perfect. But the

heavy trigger pull was still a major draw-

back.

Thankfully, Geisele, Timney and

Shooting Sight all offer replacement

triggers for the Tavor. Each retails for

more than $300, however.

GOOD CHOICE
So until I swap out that trigger, my

Israeli bullpup will probably not see as

much range time as my trusted AR rifles.

It is still a completely viable option in

the black rifle category. TW

CONVERT YOUR TAVOR TO 9MM
IWI ofers a conversion kit to switch the Tavor to 9 mm. Future conversions may be available in

200 Blackout and 5.45 x 39 mm. The conversion kit in 9 mm uses slightly modified Uzi SMG

magazines similar to those used in a Colt 9 mm AR-15.
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UPDATING

THE M1A

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY’S SOCOM 16

WAS A HUGE STEP, AFTER-MARKET

ACCESSORIES MAKES IT EVEN BETTER
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A
s the AR-15 has reached the height of its popularity,

more and more shooters are becoming aware of the limi-

tations of its 5.56x45 mm cartridge. That has led not

only to the development of new cartridges for it, but also to

shooters reconsidering other semi-autos that fire more power-

ful cartridges.

Everyone in the shooting world is familiar with Springfield Armory

and their M1A, the civilian version of the 7.62 mm M14. Indeed, from

1974 until the present, SA has been producing that venerable rifle non-

stop and tactical shooters buy them as quickly as they leave the

assembly line.  

When the company introduced its SOCOM

16, a drastically shortened M1A with

enhanced handling qualities, it

made us take a fresh look at

the traditional battle rifle.

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY CHUCK TAYLOR

Multi-port muzzle brake does an excellent job of taming
the SOCOM 16’s recoil. Surprisingly, muzzle flash is barely
noticeable as well.

“As for accuracy, my SOCOM 16 shoots like a dream,

with 1-MOA performance being the norm

with nearly any type of quality ammunition.”
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPRINGFIELD

ARMORY SOCOM 16

BATTLE CARBINE

CALIBER

7.62x51 mm NATO (.308 Winchester)

LENGTH, OVERALL

37.25 inches

BARREL LENGTH

16.25 inches

RIFLING TWIST

Right Hand, 1-11 inches, 6 grooves

MUZZLE BRAKE

Yes

WEIGHT, EMPTY

8.8 pounds

WEIGHT, LOADED

9.8 pounds w/20-rd. magazine -

147 gr. M80 NATO ball ammo

SIGHTS

Front:

Protected .125 inch wide blade,

with tritium insert

Rear:

Protected enlarged .135 diameter

military aperture, adjustable in 1-MOA

increments for elevation and windage

MAGAZINE TYPE

Detachable box, steel, parkerized 

CAPACITY

10 or 20 rounds.

STOCK

Synthetic composite, steel hinged

butt plate & sling swivels

Black, Flat Dark Earth, Olive Drab and

Multi Cam camo.

MSRP

Model AA9626 - Black: $1,909.00

Model AA9620 - FDE: $1,909.00

Model AA9625 - OD: $1,921.00

Model AA9612 - Multi Cam Camo:

$1,761.00

For those who prefer the Scout Rifle concept, the
SOCOM 16 has a forward-located rail to allow mounting
of an optical sighting device.

As seen on the receiver of the full-sized M14/M1A, the SOCOM 16
also exhibits a manual bolt hold-open device and means of
mounting a telescopic or night vision sight.

The magazine release is easily
operated, as is the safety, which
is located inside the front of the
trigger guard.
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WHAT IS A BATTLE RIFLE?
If we remember that a battle rifle is a

full-powered, full-sized, semi-automatic

rifle, whereas an assault rifle is a car-

bine, utilizes an intermediate-powered

cartridge and is capable of fully auto-

matic fire, one look at the SOCOM 16

tells us everything we need to know.

HANDLING AND RECOIL
With its 16¼-inch barrel and lighter

weight, it’s much faster to present than

its 21¼ -inch barreled full-sized older

brother. And presentation speed is criti-

cal these days when everyone is using

5.56 mm AR-15 and M4s.

Recoil is a major issue, too. There’s no

doubt that the 7.62x51 mm NATO (.308

WIN) cartridge is twice as potent as the

5.56x45 mm (.223 REM) utilized by the

AR-15/M4, but it also produces more

recoil, thereby increasing shot-to-shot

recovery times.

The weapon’s model is clearly etched on the operating rod.

Partially loaded magazines are easily “topped
of” via a receiver-mounted clip charger.
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As such, though full-powered rifles

like the M1A hit harder, range better and

exhibit superior penetration to the AR-

15/M4, because of their size and weight,

as well as the more powerful cartridge

they utilize, they’re considerably slower

and hard to handle.

Yet virtually since it first appeared,

there have been complaints about the

5.56’s marginal stopping power with

FMJ military ammunition and those

complaints are well-documented and

fully justified.

Thus, the AR-15/M4’s superior han-

dling characteristics are substantially

mitigated. Not surprisingly, this has

forced a re-examination of the more

powerful rifle/cartridge, bringing the mil-

itarily obsolete M14/M1A back into

focus. After all, what difference does it

make how well the rifle handles if it

doesn’t consistently and reliably put

adversaries down?

The result of this re-examination is the

7.62 mm SOCOM 16. It possesses all the

positive characteristics of the M14/M1A—

excellent stopping power and penetra-

tion, mechanical reliability, superior

range, and better penetration. But it’s

lighter, more compact and shorter, mak-

TWO-TIER RAILS ADD VERSATILITY TO THE

M1A OR SOCOM 16

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY ABE ELIAS

T he ability to add after-market accessories is another way to keep your

M14/M1A platform rifle, including the SOCOM 16, up to date.

A company called M14.ca, which is also its web address, has created

two accessories for the M14. One is an above receiver mount called the

M14/M1A CASM “Gen. II.” The other is the Scout Hand Guard (SHG) that

incorporates a long rail on top.

Both products are designed to enhance the user’s ability to mount vari-

ous optics systems to the firearm. When both the CASM and SHG are used

in tandem, it creates a two-tier mounting platform that M14.ca refers to it

as a “Stepped Plane Optics” system.

SCOUT HAND GUARD (SHG)
Machined from a single billet of 6061 aluminum, the SHG has a type II

hard-anodized finish. Overall length of the SHG is 12.625 inches and it

adds only about 3 ounces over that of the factory handguard.

A mil-spec Picatinny rail system is machined into the SHG. Installation

is a breeze. M14.ca’s SHG system is set up so it centers itself on the barrel

and sometimes, as in my case, only a little work with a Dremel was

required to allow a couple of screw heads to fit into the stock.

M14/M1A CASM “GEN. II”
A solid billet of 7075 aluminium is used to create the CASM for the

M14/M1A platform. The overall length of the rail is 6.125 inches. Installa-

tion does not require any gunsmithing, but because the system uses the

rear sight pocket to locate and attach the mount, you do have to remove

the rear peep sight assembly. A rear peep sight is machined into the base,

so that you can still use your iron sights.

The assembly has a sturdy four-point connection to the receiver. For

every screw that holds the mount in place, M14.ca has a set screw to lock

that screw in place.

Here we have the Trijicon SRS mounted on the SHG. The SRS worked well on the platform and took little time to zero. The large red dot sight is ideal
for mounting in a forward position.
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ing it more handy, yet it retains the 7.62’s

vaunted stopping power.

Ah, but what about recoil? Well, SA

thought of that, too. The SOCOM 16

comes from the factory with an integral

muzzle brake/flash suppressor that

makes it a joy to shoot.

Available with synthetic furniture in

olive drab, black and camouflage, the

SOCOM 16 can utilize either 10 or 20-

round magazines and in every respect

operates the same as the M14/M1A.

The only thing it lacks is the means to

attach a bayonet, which is hardly a con-

cern to civilians or law-enforcement per-

sonnel. Besides, anyone who has tried

any bayonet fighting with the AR-15/M4

quickly discovered that because of their

light weight and small size, they’re rela-

tively worthless in that mode, anyway.  

And for close-combat protocols like

vertical or horizontal butt-strokes, their

inherent fragility makes them a poor

choice. In contrast, the

M14/M1A/SOCOM 16 is very rugged, pro-

viding sufficient weight and mass to

make them excellent for such functions.

To further enhance the SOCOM 16’s

utility, SA also added a wider (.125-inch)

front sight with tritium insert and a

The height of the rail is not too high, yet it’s high enough not to inter-

fere with clearing a jam and allows for clear ejection of the spent casings.

The beauty of this accessory is its simplicity since there is not much to it

and it just works.

STEPPED PLANE OPTICS (SPO)
Stepped Plane Optics (SPO) is a system created when we use both the

CASM and SHG in tandem. Using both pieces gives us access to mounting

points for both optics and accessories at diferent levels, all along the top

of the rifle.

Its versatility allows for the mounting of optics tailored to your

intended applications. An example is combining your scope with a night

vision device. With your scope mounted over the receiver, you can add a

night vision device on the hand guard. Using the Picatinny system, we can

repeatedly register the location of our devices. Using the diferent rail lev-

els to our advantage, we can position the night vision so we can use the

scope and peep sight.

Another example would be to mount a red dot on the top receiver rail

and, with a low profile mount, attach a light on top of the handguard in

line with the bore.

Even if we are not using two devices together, between the two systems

we can change from close eye relief optics mounted over the receiver to long

eye relief optics mounted on the handguard to create a scout rifle platform.

Most of the time during testing of this system, I have been rotating

three diferent optics. On the receiver, I have been using both the Accu-

point 3-9x 40 and the SRS from Trijicon. For long eye relief to create a

scout rifle platform, I have been using the Trijicon SRS as well and the

Nikon Force XR 2.5-8 X 28 handgun scope. I have found the system to be

reliable and durable.

It gives me plenty of options for how I would like to set up my M14.

Here we have my M14 in a scout rifle setup, just one of the many configurations possible while using the M14/M1A CASM “Gen II” and the Scout Hand
Guard from M14.ca together.

The Accupoint 3-9 features an illuminated reticle, which was helpful on
an overcast and sometimes rainy day at the range.
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larger (.135-inch) diameter rear aper-

ture. Rapid sight acquisition and

alignment are thus fully as fast as

with the AR-15 or M4. For those who

prefer optical battle sights, the

SOCOM 16 also features an integral

forward-mounted Picatinny rail,

allowing use of an Aimpoint or reflex

sight to eliminate sight alignment

issues altogether. If you want to

mount a traditional telescopic sight or

night vision scope, the receiver is

grooved and tapped for a standard

M14 mounting base with an integral

Picatinny rail. And why not? The

SOCOM 16’s accuracy is considerably

better than most M16s or M4s and,

with a conventional telescopic sight,

makes a dandy sharpshooter’s rifle.

As for accuracy, my SOCOM 16 shoots

like a dream, with 1-MOA performance

being the norm with nearly any type of

quality ammunition.

Though some criticize it, the

M14/M1A/SOCOM 16’s “rock in” maga-

zine insertion method is easily mastered

with only minimal practice, as is its M1

Garand-type inside-the-trigger-guard

safety. The “rock in” method is utilized

with battle rifles like the BM59 and FN-

FAL and the AK-47’s popularity or effec-

tiveness doesn’t seem to have been

compromised by it.

The U.S. military, too, has noticed, and

SOCOM 16-configured—often with Sage

International stocks—M14s are now

increasingly encountered in the hands of

U.S. forces in the Middle East.

So if you’re in the market for a serious

“battle carbine,” with fast handling qual-

ities, excellent stopping power and pen-

etration, take a hard look at the SOCOM

16. You’ll find that it isn’t cheap, in either

quality or price, but then again, how

much is your life worth? TW

SOCOM 16 ADVANTAGES

1
Shoots more powerful

7.62x51 NATO for better range
and stopping power

2
Less perceived recoil than
other rifles in this caliber

3
Handles better than similar guns

with longer barrels

4
Better strike capability as

impact weapon in close quarters
than AR-15/M4

5
Easy to add optics, especially

with after-market rails and
handguards

SOCOM 16 Model AA8626 comes with black “crinkle” finished fiberglass stock and features a highly
efective muzzle brake to reduce recoil and muzzle jump. Hinged M14 butt plate and Trijicon high-
visibility tritium front sight is also standard.

M14 rifles similarly configured to the SOCOM 16 are seeing considerable use by U.S. forces in the Middle East. Excellent accuracy also allows it to be
efectively utilized as a Designated Marksman’s Rifle. (U.S. Army photo)
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SPECIAL PURPOSE

PUNCH
L

ightweight semi-auto carbines, especially AR-15’s, are

serving as patrol rifles with more and more police

department across the country.

With all of that popularity and practicality, it’s often easy to over-

look or downplay the importance of the weapon that’s been stan-

dard in police vehicles for decades: the shotgun.

While it lacks pinpoint accuracy and long-range capability, the

shotgun is perhaps the king of versatility when it comes to the

types of projectiles that can be launched from its large, smooth

bore.

Police and military units are the primary beneficiaries of this ver-

satility for tactical applications, but civilians can take advantage of

it as well, especially for defense and pest control.

BY JIM DICKSON
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Here’ a rundown of some of the spe-

cialty shotgun ammo that’s available.

FLECHETTES
Perhaps the most important develop-

ment in tactical shotgun ammo is the

flechette load, as it offers superior

range, lethality, velocity, and grouping

over conventional buckshot.

Developed by Sabot Designs LLC of

Medford, Oregon for the military during

the Viet Nam War, it is still made by this

company that continues to supply the

government and private citizens with

this potent ammo. 

For the civilian, it has proven devas-

tating on coyotes and wild hogs. For the

police, it can shoot through a car door

and take out the occupants inside. For

the military, it shoots through brush with

minimum deflection to reach the enemy

on the other side.

This ammo consists of nineteen 1 1/8-

inch long, 8-grain MIL-F-8167 flechettes

– miniature spears — loaded in a poly-

mer M1A8 sabot that protects them

from the bore and vice versa.

The sabot reduces the pattern radius

by 50-70 percent. Recoil is negligible

and the 19 flechettes can be fired safely

from any shotgun, although best group-

ing will be from a cylinder-bore riot gun

barrel. Because of the light recoil, these

loads might not operate most semi-

automatic shotguns and are intended

for pump action riot guns.

Velocity is 1925 FPS and this com-

bines with their small dispersal pattern

to give an average point target range of

45 meters (50 yards) and a maximum

point target range of 75 meters (82

yards). The maximum area target range

is 158 meters (164 yards) and the maxi-

mum range that a projectile will produce

a casualty is 300 meters (328 yards).

The increased range of the flechette

over buckshot combined with its 19

flechettes per shell vs. 9 pellets of 00

buckshot makes the flechette load of

the greatest value to the farmer and

hunter.

Farmers often depend on their shot-

guns for pest control. Seeing wild pigs

escaping from a garden just out of range

or watching an out-of-range coyote

escape with a chicken in its mouth

hurts. Increasing the shotgun’s range is

critical here. Hunters can use all the

The shotgun can still be a valuable tool for
law enforcement, especially with the variety

of specialty ammo available.  
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FLECHETTES: MAKING AN IMPACT
Flechettes work diferently than rifle bullets on impact. Bullets are mass dependent for

kinetic energy, while flechettes have small mass and are velocity dependent.

The flechettes’ long thin body bends into a hook on impact with flesh, often breaking of

the fin portion which forms an extra wound channel. Unlike bullets, which can over-penetrate,

flechettes transfer all of their energy to the target.

These flechetes are made of hardened steel from an alloy developed just for them. The

flechettes are .072” in diameter but yawing causes them to make a .586” cavitation when

fired into ballistic gelatin. That is 800% of the flechette diameter due to yawing.
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range they can get if they are going to

bring home the bacon. 

The important thing is that they work

on man or beast having been proven

devastatingly effective in the Viet Nam

War and since. They are expensive at

$2.50 per round, but you get what you

pay for. Compared to some hunting rifle

cartridges, they are cheap.

The 10 test rounds I had proved

exceedingly pleasant to shoot while

bridging the traditional range gap

between the shotgun and the rifle. That’s

a serious tactical innovation right there.

LOW RECOIL BUCKSHOT
One frequent criticism of shotguns is

that they can be unpleasant to shoot.

Federal Low Recoil 00 Buckshot ammo

is loaded with nine 00 buckshot and 3

drams of powder for 1140 FPS.

Buckshot is the old reliable short-

range shotgun medicine for man or

beast, but if you plan on shooting more

than one or two magnum buckshot

loads out of a lightweight pump riot

gun, you might start feeling the effects

of recoil.

This is the reason for the tactical buck-

shot load with its reduced recoil, allow-

ing you to keep firing without pain or dis-

comfort. You can’t keep shooting effec-

tively if you are flinching or trying to hold

the gun away from your sore shoulder.

For the man hunting with the single

barrel shotgun, the situation is magni-

fied immensely as some of these guns

are very light.

The Federal Low Recoil 00 Buckshot

loads are the answer here. I have never

been able to detect any loss of effective-

ness with these lighter loads in the field

and they are my preferred buckshot load.

For this test I had 100 rounds of this

ammo to fire. You can really learn to

appreciate it when you fire that many

rounds with no recoil problems.

SLUGS
Shotgun slugs are an important ammu-

nition type and the all-time champion is

the Brenneke Classic Magnum. Firing a 1
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Single shot shotguns can
kick hard and low recoil
loads might be appreci-

ated in them. 

Specific shotgun ammo can be chosen to deal with many diferent tactical situations.
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1/8 slug at 1434.5 FPS with an integral

base wad screwed to the slug, this load

has killed every known land animal in

the world.

It will shoot through a car and it

destroys engines and transmissions

faster than a teenager. It is extraordi-

narily accurate with typical 50 yard

groups measuring 2.78” opening up to

3.91” at 75 yards and 4.67” at 100

yards. That’s better than some rifles I

have fired.

Some of the groups that I have fired

with Brenneke slugs over the years

have been a lot tighter than these. The

classic Brenneke slug penetrates 35.50

inches in calibrated 10% gelatin, which

is a lot.

The frontal area of the Brenneke slug

is .421 square inches compared to the

.45ACP’s .159” and the .223’s .039”. Its

kinetic energy is 2238.7 foot pounds

compared to 405 for the .45 and 1282

for the .223. Its momentum is 3.102

pounds/second compared to .908 for

the .45 and .791 for the .223. The Bren-

neke dwarfs the other two cartridges in

all things related to stopping power.

HYBRID LOADS
There are several loads being offered

that purport to give you the best of both

slug and shotshell worlds.  Firequest, of

El Dorado, Arkansas, for instance, has its

Pit Bull load that contains a slug and six

00 Buck pellets.  The company’s Triple

Doom load contains a slug as well as

both #8 and #4 pellets.

ARMOR-PIERCING
Firequest makes some other highly

specialized rounds worthy of note.

They have a 12 gauge armor-piercing

round that will shoot through ¼” steel

plate. It has a steel penetrator button

surrounded by a lead projectile and is

Firequest markets armor-piercing
shotgun ammo that has tremen-

dous penetrative qualities.  
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Some shotgun ammo fired out of particular shotguns are capable of pretty good accuracy at mod-
est ranges.

The author fired a variety of specialty shotguns and was impressed with their performance.
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SOURCES
Firequest: https://firequest.com  

Sabot Designs: www.sabotdesigns.com 

Federal: www.federalpremium.com 

Brenneke: www.brennekeusa.com
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safe to shoot in even full choke guns.

This round shoots through steel

doors and anything behind them and

also does bad things to fleeing cars. I

had three rounds to test and they

really do penetrate.

For those who really want to stop a

car in grand style, try one of Fire-

quest’s armor-piercing incendiary 12

gauge shells. It not only breaks the

engine block, it sets it on fire, insuring

everyone wants to get out of the car

right NOW!

It’s an armor-piercing round with an

incendiary tip that explodes with a

bright flash and sparks as it burns at

3000 degrees. It is quite a show to set

off three of these fast in a row. Just

make sure that there is nothing that

can catch fire anywhere near the tar-

get or it will burn.

LESS LETHAL
Bean bags, rubber shot, rubber slugs,

rock salt – it’s amazing what you can fire

out of a shotgun. Less lethal rounds

have applications for both civil unrest

and animal control.

Firequest’s Iron Fist is a Mil-Spec

compliant 40-gram less lethal bean

bag round for cylinder bore riot guns

only. When fired at the arms, legs or

the pit of the stomach, these are very

effective against violent demonstrators

and rioters.

For the wilderness dweller, these

rounds offer a non-lethal means of

dealing with bears you want to run off

your property. Nuisance bears can

become very dangerous as they get

bolder and lose their fear of man. Estab-

lishing that fear at the beginning may

prevent having to kill a bear you don’t

want to shoot.

The company’s rubber slug and rub-

ber buckshot loads can have the

same effect.

Finally they have the old standard

watermelon patch protector, rock salt

loads. These were never fired except at

the backside of a fleeing garden thief. In

today’s litigious society, these old shells

probably have no place but they are a

great souvenir of days gone by. You

absolutely HAVE to clean the bore with

hot soapy water after using these loads

as salt is only soluble in water.

Professional or civilian, these spe-

cialty rounds can expand the capabili-

ties of your trusted, old smoothbore. TW

Discover the

world of firearms at

your fingertips.

www.facebook.com/gunworldmagazine

Find us on

CHOOSE THE

RIGHT SHOTGUN LOAD
BUCKSHOT: close-range defense, hunting

FLECETTE: close-range defense,

pest elimination

HYBRID: defense

SLUGS: mid-range defense, hunting, dan-

gerous game stopper

LESS LETHAL: civil unrest, pest control
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LONG RANGE
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BETTING ON A
LONG SHOT

A
t the range or in the field,

there’s something especially

satisfying about hitting a

target at a great distance. In compe-

tition, masters of the long shot are

awe-inspiring. Among profession-

als, the ability to hit at distance pro-

vides a big tactical advantage.  

In this special section, we take a look

at the gear and techniques that can

help turn that long shot into a sure

thing.  
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HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT OPTICS TO

MAXIMIZE YOUR LONG-RANGE SHOOTING

Just to name two, the military working

dog has proven invaluable in detecting

IEDs and hidden enemies, and the

sniper rifle has allowed U.S. and allied

troops to selectively eliminate enemy

threats in urban and rural areas. Adding

to the effectiveness of the sniping rifle

today is the enhanced capability to

eliminate the enemy at long ranges.

Although shots of 1,000 meters are

more were not unknown among snipers

in past wars, they have become much

more common today. In fact, kills at

more than twice that range have been

recorded, with the current record belong-

ing to a British sniper who dropped a Tal-

iban fighter at 2,475 meters in

Afghanistan using an L115A3 rifle.

The .50 BMG “anti-material” rifle and

the .338 Lapua Magnum sniping rifle

have greatly extended the range at

which the modern sniper can success-

fully eliminate an enemy. To maximize

the long-range sniping rifle, however, it is

necessary to have the proper ammuni-

tion and the proper optics.

VARIABLE POWER SCOPES
Engagement at longer ranges requires

the ability to see the target at longer

ranges. Today, this normally entails

using a variable power scope with rela-

tively high top X magnification. A master

sniper can successfully score hits with a

relatively low-fixed-powered scope to

distances of 1,000 meters or more, but

it will be more difficult and inconsistent. 

As an example, for years I used a

Steyr SSG 69 in .308 caliber with a 6X

ZF69 fixed power scope a lot. I used the

SSG 69 because it was very accurate,

perhaps the best sniping rifle in the

world when I first acquired mine. I also

used it because many foreign military

and police units I trained used it and I

wanted to be familiar with it.

I don’t claim to be a highly trained

sniper, but I have worked with skilled

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY LEROY THOMPSON

D
espite the development of sophisticated weapons, such as armed

drones, stealth aircraft, smart bombs and lasers on the 21st cen-

tury battlefield, many classic weapons are even more viable

today than ever.

Close-up of the Leupold LRT
4.5-14x50mm and the BORS.

The NightForce NXS 3.5-15x50MM FFP mounted on an SSG04 .300 Winchester Magnum. 
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snipers and tested a lot of sniping rifles,

so I can judge their pros and cons rela-

tively well.

The SSG 69 has always claimed and

been a sub-MOA (Minute of Angle) rifle.

I found that I could normally meet that

goal to 300 meters and usually meet it

or come close at 500 meters. But past

500 meters, my vision was not good

enough to precisely acquire the target

with 6X magnification. Better men than

me could and did, but my experience

made me a believer in higher magnifica-

tion for longer range. Trained snipers

seem to agree as the fixed power sniper

scope is rarely encountered today. 

HOW MUCH MAGNIFICATION?
For longer range shooting with the .338

Lapua or .50 BMG, the choice of the

minimum and maximum magnification

for the scope will be influenced by vari-

ous factors, including the mission.

For example, a SEAL sniper who

might be taking a shot from a moving

deck or a helicopter will want the

capability of shooting with lower

magnification and wider field of view

when giving over-watch for combat

boarding operations.

Actually, for these types of opera-

tions, the Mk 11 Mod 0 (the SEAL desig-

nation for the Knight’s Armament SR-

25) in 7.62x51mm NATO offers a self-

loading precision rifle with a Leupold Mk

IV 3.5-10X variable power scope, that is

preferred for fast follow-up shots.

However, special operators armed

with a long-range sniper rifle may need

greater magnification for really long-

range shooting. For example, Leupold

offers the Mk IV with 8.5-25x50mm

The SAKO TRG-42 .338 LM sniping rifle mounting a Leupold MK IV 6.5-20x50mm LR/T M1.

A sniper from Swiss Special Forces Unit AAD10 and his spotter illustrate why Switzerland lends
itself to long-range sniping. The rifle is a SAKO TRG-42.
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Barrett’s
98 Bravo .338 Lapua
Magnum sniping rifle with a
Leupold LRT 4.5-14x50mm and the
BORS (Barrett Optical Ranging System),
which calculates a ballistic solution for the
sniper and guides him through the number
of elevation clicks to be on target. 
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A British Special Air Service team was operating along the Turkish-Syrian border

recently when they got a report that ISIS jihadists were preparing to execute a father

and son just across the border in a Syrian village. At more than 1,000 meters, an SAS

sniper scored a head shot on the ISIS executioner, quickly followed by two more one-

shot kills on jihadists guarding other villagers.

The father and son survived and ran to cross the Turkish border. Reports stated that

the SAS sniper was using a .50 BMG rifle, which would make sense as the Accuracy

International AS50 is used by the SAS and is noted for its quick repeat shots. However,

it is possible that the sniper was using the Accuracy International L115A1 in .338 Lapua

Magnum, as this is the most widely used SAS sniping rifle. 

SNIPER FIRE

SAVES FATHER

AND SON
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magnification. The 25X setting allows

the sniper to readily acquire targets at

1,500 meters or more, yet with the 8.5X

setting, the sniper can take targets of

opportunity at closer ranges or give

over-watch support to other troops. 

Just to mention the magnification

options for a couple of other long-range

scopes I’ve used quite a bit, Valdada IOR

offers a 4-28x50mm option in their

Recon Tactical and NightForce offers an

8-22x50mm scope. One thing I like

about the Valdada 4-28 is the option of

using 4X for closer range shooting.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Good eye relief is also important on a

scope that will be used with a more

powerful cartridge such as the .338 LM. 

Another consideration in choosing a

long-range scope is whether first or sec-

ond focal plane is most desirable. Sec-

ond focal plane scopes are more com-

mon. Their major advantage for the long

rang shooter is that as the magnification

increases, the reticle remains the same

size, offering a more precise crosshair at

long range. However, this factor makes

use of a mil dot, TMR, BDC or other

ranging system more difficult.

Normally, to use ranging mils on a

second focal plane scope, it should be

set at the highest magnification. In a

first focal plane scope, the reticle

increases in size as magnification

increases. At higher magnifications, this

can make a precision shot more difficult,

though many long-range tactical scopes

now use FFP.

On the other hand, the First Focal

Plane scope allows the ranging system

to be easily used because the reticle

increases in proportion to the target. For

snipers today, the ranging system within

the scope will primarily be used as a

backup/check system to a laser range

finder, but the sniper must still under-

stand the use of the ranging system

within the scope.

DIALING IN THE DISTANCE
The Mils on a Mil Dot reticle are also

often used to hold for windage rather

than making adjustments to the

windage dial on the scope. This will be

especially true if an adjustment in aim-

ing point has to be made quickly for a

follow-up shot. 

Speaking of ranging, to properly

adjust for the load being used, the ele-

vation dial should be properly cali-

brated. Just getting a long-range scope

and putting it on a rifle doesn’t mean

that it will allow precise shooting at

CHOOSING A SCOPE:

TOP 10
THINGS TO CONSIDER

When shopping for long-range optics for

your rifle, be sure you’ve taken these

things into consideration:

1
Do you want a variable or fixed power scope?

2
What range of magnification is desired?

3
How much eye relief does the scope offer?

4
Do you want a first or

second focal plane scope?

5
Is it calibrated for your cartridge / load?

6
What type of reticle is desired?

7
How big of an objective lens do you need?

8
Is the glass top quality?

9
Will it stand up to rugged use?

10
How much do I have to spend?

Steyr’s excellent SSG 08 in .338 LM mounting a Valdada IOR 6-24x56mm FFP (First Focal Plane)
Long Range Scope.
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Thompson firing the SSG 08 with Valdada Long Range scope from an elevated position. 

View of the custom .338 Lapua dial built for the Leupold MK4 LR/T 6.5-20x50mm.
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petent using the BORS. However, for

really long-range shots when there are

many variables, it is quite useful.

SHEDDING LIGHT ON RETICLES
Another consideration for long-range

scopes is the illuminated reticle. I like

illuminated reticles, as even in moon-

light that allows me to see the silhou-

ette of my target, I can place my reticle

precisely where I want my bullet to

impact.

Quality of glass is extremely impor-

tant on a long-range precision scope.

Among other advantages, very clear,

sharp glass allows the trained sniper to

judge the wind at a target that may be

1,500 meters or more away.

Some long-range shooters prefer

scopes with larger objective size for

Blaser Tactical-2 .338 LM rifle mounting a NightForce 5.5-22x56mm NXS long-range scope.

varying ranges. Is the scope calibrated

for 7.62x51mm NATO, .300 Win Mag,

.338 Lapua Magnum, or .50 BMG? Drop

will vary among these.

A good shooter can learn to adjust for

elevation with the scope he is using, but

I prefer as much help as I can get. For

example, I have had Leupold’s Custom

Shop make dials for 250-grain .338

Lapua Magnum and 180-grain .300 Win

mag loads for use on my Leupold long-

range scopes.

Note, too, that an elevation dial

that allows for at least 100 MOA

adjustment is desirable for long-range

shooting.

Two devices supplement the scope

for many snipers today. First, either a

standard laser range finder or a laser

range finding binocular make range

determination much faster.

Personally, I like the range finding

binocular because it serves a dual role,

thus eliminating the need for separate

laser range finder and binoculars.

Normally, the spotter will have a high

magnification spotting scope as well.

Another invaluable aid to long-range

shooting is the compact ballistic com-

puter. The best known is probably the

Barrett BORS (Barrett Optical Ranging

System), which calculates various fac-

tors to get the ballistic solution for the

sniper.

Although the BORS does incorporate

a method to determine range, normally I

use a laser range finder to get my range.

Based on my experience, quite a bit of

time needs to be spent to become com-

DID YOU
KNOW?

The Longest

Recorded Kill

WHO
British sniper

DISTANCE
2,475 meters

“…a British sniper ... dropped a Taliban fighter

at 2,475 meters in Afghanistan

using an L115A3 rifle.”
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greater light gathering. Most of the long-

range tactical scopes I’ve used have

objectives of 50 mm and these have

always provided excellent light gather-

ing capability.

Precision in a tactical scope is great,

but the scope must also be durable

enough to withstand military usage.

This includes being waterproof and

highly jar resistant so that when the

sniper gets into position, the scope will

still be zeroed.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
This article has been designed to offer

an overview of some of the considera-

tions in choosing a long-range tactical

scope. I would recommend that anyone

considering such a scope, read as much

about the likely candidates and try to

examine them or, if possible, shoot

them, though unless one is in a military

unit or with a law enforcement agency

that attracts reps from various scope

makers, this may be difficult. Going to

the web sites for Leupold, NightForce,

Valdada IOR, Schmidt & Bender, U.S.

Optics, Swarovski, and others will offer

lots of additional information. 

It is important, too, that the buyer

realizes that an excellent long-range

tactical scope will not be inexpensive.

Cheap scopes may claim to have many

of the features of expensive scopes, but

they don’t. They are designed to look

like the expensive ones, but not to per-

form like them. One of the biggest dif-

ferences is the quality of glass, and

that’s a huge difference. TW

Thompson fires the Blaser Tactical-2 .338 LM with NightForce 5.5-22x56mm NXS scope prone. Note that eye relief is important on tactical scopes for
the more powerful sniping rifles. 

Front-on view of the AR30A1 with Leupold LR/T scope. 
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LONG RANGE

Bushnell Elite Tactical DMR 3.5-
21X50 mounted on a Les Baer
.308 caliber Semi-Auto Match
rifle using a LaRue Tactical 20
MOA PSR20 QD mount.
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In particular, the Bushnell Elite Tactical DMR 3.5-21x50 rifle scope I tested proved to

be an excellent scope for long range applications and worth of the real world $1249

price tag to professionals who might depend on such glass in critical situations.

This scope, as with many of the scopes in these two product lines, features a first

focal plane reticle, which make it more expensive to produce.

FIRST VS. SECOND FOCAL PLANE RETICLES
For many years, most rifle scopes produced by U.S. manufacturers used a second

focal plane reticle.  First focal plane scopes were more common in European rifle

scopes.  Today many U.S. manufacturers offer both first and second focal plane

N
ot all that long ago, most of us would have considered Bushnell a

manufacturer of good, but inexpensive rifle scopes.  Bushnell still

makes good quality, inexpensive scopes for the budget-minded,

but their Elite Tactical and Elite Long Range Hunter models are top-tier

rifle scopes by any measure for those who want something more.

ELITE OPTICS
BUSHNELL ELITE TACTICAL RIFLESCOPE

OFFERS GOOD VALUE IN A TOP SCOPE 
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY RICHARD SCHUTZ
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scopes. Typically, tactical shooters pre-

fer first focal plane reticles because they

are considered better for calculating dis-

tance to the target.

Second focal plane reticles appear

the same size as magnification is

adjusted. Only the size of the object

changes. In this case, the reticle

appears to be bolder or heavier at low

magnifications and thinner at higher

magnifications. The reticle covers less

of the target as the magnification is

increased. For this reason, in hunting sit-

uations most hunters would prefer the

second focal plane reticle.

That is, unless they are using a ranging

reticle. If a ranging reticle is used in a sec-

ond focal plane rifle scope it is only accu-

rate at one magnification, usually the

highest. When “buck fever” strikes, it is

problematic whether or not you will

remember to set the scope on the proper

magnification when ranging the animal.

In a rifle scope using a first focal plane

reticle, the reticle appears to get larger

as the magnification is increased and

smaller as the magnification is

decreased. This allows the subtension

to remain constant thereby allowing

range estimation at any magnification.

The only problem that some could

complain about is that at low magnifi-

cation, the subtensions may be indistin-

guishable and therefore the ability to

range is lost. In that situation, I would

hazard a guess that if you have set your

scope on that low of a magnification,

the target is close enough that estimat-

ing the distance to the target is unnec-

essary. Just center the crosshairs on the

target and squeeze the trigger.

OPERATION
I had not had the opportunity to use a

first focal plane rifle scope prior to this

evaluation. I found this scope very easy

to use and very well made. Learning

how to use the ranging capability of the

mil-dot reticle takes a little practice, but

it is not difficult.

All of the adjustments on this scope

are extremely easy to use and have a

smooth, positive feel to them. The eye-

piece can be rotated to adjust the focus

of the reticle. It is very smooth and has

SPECIFICATIONS
Bushnell Elite Tactical

DMR 3.5-21x 50

(ET35215G & ET35215M) 

FINISH

Matte

POWER X OBJECTIVE LENS

3.5-21 x 50 mm

RETICLE

G2 or Mil-Dot

LENS COATING

Fully Multi-Coated

& Ultra Wide Band Coating  

RAINGUARD HD?

Yes

TUBE DIAMETER

34 mm

PARALLAX ADJUSTMENT)

Left Side

FIELD OF VIEW

(ft. @ 100 yds./meters @ 100 m)

25.3/8.4 @ 3.5x; 5.1/1.7 @ 21x

WEIGHT (OZ./GRAMS)

32.5/920

LENGTH (INCHES/MILLIMETERS)

13.2/335

EYE RELIEF
(INCHES/MILLIMETERS)

3.75/95

EXIT PUPIL
(MILLIMETERS, 3.5X/21X)

10.4 @ 3.5x; 2.4 @ 21x

CLICK VALUE

0.1 Mil

ADJUSTMENT RANGE

29 Mils Total

MOUNTING LENGTH
(INCHES/MILLIMETERS)

6/154

FOCAL PLANE

First

MSRP

$2018.95 (mil-dot reticle) A Bushnell spotting scope and Bushnell GForce DX Laser Rangefinder were used during the evalua-
tion of the Elite Tactical DMR 3.5-21x50 riflescope.

“All of the adjustments

on this scope are extremely

easy to use and have

a smooth, positive feel

to them.”
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just the right amount of friction to hold

it in place. There is no locking ring.

The side parallax adjustment is also

very smooth and has just the right

amount of friction where it isn’t overly

difficult to operate but isn’t likely to be

move inadvertently. Distances are

inscribed in the adjustment knob, but

due to a little backlash in the adjust-

ment mechanism, they should not be

relied upon to determine distance to

target. The power selector ring opera-

tion is smooth as silk and once again

has just the right amount of friction.

The elevation and windage adjust-

ment turrets are also a pleasure to use.

They have visual markings every .1 mil,

are tactile and have a slight audible click

when rotated. They are very smooth

and again have just the right amount of

friction to make them stay in place but

are also easy to rotate.

In order to make an adjustment, the

turret must first be pulled out before it

can be rotated. When the adjustment is

Setup used for “Shooting the Box”: Bushnell Elite Tactical DMR 3.5-21x50 rifle scope, Les Baer Semi-Auto Match rifle in .308 caliber and Caldwell rest
with bag.

Target after “shooting the box” using a Daniel Defense DDM4V11 Pro in 5.56 caliber using Hornady
75 grain BTHP Match (#8026) ammunition. Vertical and horizontal adjustments were in 10 and 20
click  increments. 
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complete, pushing the turret back down

locks it in place.

Once you have zeroed the scope for

your rifle, the turrets can be set to zero

by pushing them in, using a dime to

unscrew the center cover, pulling turret

knob off and reinstalling them while

centering the zero on the index line.

Once again, this is a very smooth opera-

tion requiring just the right amount of

force to complete.  This scope does not

feature Z-Lok zero stop technology (see

ERS version for this feature).

Overall, this scope is extremely well

built and has a very high-quality feel

about it.

AT THE RANGE
Using a LaRue Tactical 20 MOA

PSR20 QD mount, I put this scope on

two different tactical rifles and “shot the

SHOOTING THE BOX
Results from “Shooting the box.” Chart shows the distance 3-shot groups moved at 99 yards

as elevation and windage adjustments are made.

14 Clicks Up/14 Clicks Right (4.99”) 5.15/5.325 4.75/5.0

28 Clicks Down (9.98 “) 10.18 9.675

28 Clicks Left (9.98”) 10.10 10.15

28 Clicks Up (9.98”) 9.90 9.975

14 Clicks Down/14 Clicks Right (4.99”) 4.9/5.09 4.775/5.035

Adjustments Made to Elevation

and Windage; Starting at

Zero Point Group

(Calculated Distance Expected)

Target #3

Distance Moved

in Inches

Target #4

Distance Moved

in Inches

Target after “Shooting the Box” using a Les Baer Semi-Auto Match rifle in .308 caliber using Federal
Gold Metal 168 grain Sierra MatchKing BTHP (GM308M) ammunition. Vertical and horizontal
adjustments were in 14 and 28 click increments.

The two reticles available in the DMR 3.5-21x50
are the mil-dot (top) and G2 (bottom).  On the
mil-dot reticle, the dots are .2 mils (milliradians
or milrads) in diameter and the center-to-cen-
ter distance of the dots is 1mil.  The G2 reticle
has hashmarks every .5 mil.  The small hash-
mark represents .5 mil (.5, 1.5, 2.5, etc.) and the
large hashmarks represent 1 mil (1, 2, 3, etc.).
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box” with both.  The 34 mm tube diame-

ter of this scope makes finding rings a bit

of a challenge, but the LaRue mount

makes mounting easy.  As long as you

have a rail mount on your rifle, just open

the QD levers, position the scope on the

rail and lock the levers.  If the levers have

too much or too little friction, just use the

wrench that LaRue supplies to adjust it.

The first time that I “shot the box”

using the Bushnell DMR 3.5-21x50 rifle

scope was on a Daniel Defense DDM4V11

Pro in 5.56 caliber using Hornady 75-

grain BTHP Match (#8026)ammunition.

I first checked zero with two shots in the

center of the target at 99 yards.  I then

made the following adjustments and

fired one shot each:

Down 10 clicks (1 mil)

Left 10 clicks (1 mil)

Up 20 clicks (2 mils)

Right 20 clicks (2 mils)

Down 20 clicks (2 mils)

Left 10 clicks (1 mil) and Up 10 clicks

(1 mil) - fired 2 shots

This brought the center of the last

group .35 inches low and .425 inches to

the left of the “zero” group.  The starting

and ending groups were only 2 shots each

so this isn’t definitive, but the groups were

very close after shooting the box.

The next two times that I “shot the

box” with this scope I used a Les Baer

Semi-Auto Match rifle in .308 caliber

using Federal Premium Gold Metal

Match 168-grain Sierra MatchKing BTHP

ammunition at 99 yards.  At 99 yards,

one click (.1 mil) should move the point

of impact .3564 inches (4.99” for 14

clicks and 9.98” for 28 clicks).

For each target I first fired a 3-shot

group at the center of the target to

establish a true center point.  I then

made the following adjustments, firing a

3-shot group after each:

14 clicks up and 14 clicks right

28 clicks down

28 clicks left

28 clicks up

14 clicks down and 14 clicks right

This brought the center of the last

group back just .175 inches low on target

#3 and to .75 inches low on target #4.

Both groups were dead-on for windage.

See sidebar chart for details.

Overall, considering the need to esti-

mate the center of each of the 3-shot

groups, I found he results outstanding.

WELL DONE
The Bushnell Elite Tactical DMR 3.5-

21x50 rifle scope performed extremely

well during my evaluation.  It was easy

to use and the elevation and windage

adjustments were accurate and repeat-

able.  At a suggested retail price of

$2018.95, I would consider it expensive,

but at the online price of $1249.00

($1189.00 for the G2 reticle) I would

consider it a good deal for a first focal

plane rifle scope.

Other similar models (HDMR, ERS

and SMRS) are available with other

style reticles, illuminated reticles and

Z-Lok zero stop turrets at slightly

higher prices TW

BUSHNELL ELITE TACTICAL
DMR 3.5-21X50

HIGHLIGHTS
AT A

GLANCE

1
First focal plane mil-dot reticle 

2
Adjustment turrets accurate,

repeatable, lockable 

3
Features 34 mm tube

4
Side parallax adjustment

smooth, positive

5
$2018.95 suggested retail,

$1249.00 online

MAREX FUEL is a .22 caliber
powerhouse fueled by the ReAxis nitrogen
gas piston. It slings readily available
pellets down range at a blazing 1000 fps.
Its muzzle noise is reduced by the Umarex
SilencAir noise dampening system.
Equipped with a built-in bipod, Lockdown
Mount, and 3-9x32 scope, the FUEL is
ready for steady target acquisition.

See it in action here:
www.UmarexUSA.com/Firepower

©2015 Umarex USA
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LONG RANGE
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BEHIND THE

RETICLE

S
nipers. These exceptionally talented, highly trained

individuals must make precise shots under

tremendous pressure, usually under very arduous

conditions: inclement weather, limited equipment, rough

terrain, an erratic sight picture, and with a cold bore rifle. 

So, what advice from a professional sniper can the rest of us

use to improve our own shooting accuracy and consistency?

Norm Crawford spent 22 years as a Delta Force sniper and

instructor. To get the law enforcement perspective, we also

enlisted Bryan Bailey, SWAT team leader and instructor. 

We caught up with both men at The Range Complex-

TRC in North Carolina to glean some of their tips, tactics

and techniques for improving as a precision long-range

rifle shooter and competitor. 

GEAR ESSENTIALS 
Though he prefers a bolt-action rifle for optimum accuracy

and range, Crawford believes a semi-automatic has its

place, too. You also don’t need to break the bank to break

in to competitive shooting.

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY SUZANNE MULLEN

DELTA FORCE AND SWAT SNIPER INSTRUCTORS

SHARE THEIR TIPS, TACTICS AND TECHNIQUES



“Speaking from a NRA High Power

Prone Sling Supported Competition per-

spective, I would recommend a bolt-

action rifle capable of 1 MOA, iron sights,

rifle scope, sling, heavy glove, jacket, hat,

spotting scope and mat,” he said. “There

are a number of entry-level rifles avail-

able that are appropriate for different

types of competition, which can be

slowly upgraded to be a top-of-the-line

rifle. Same thing with sights and scopes;

you can start low cost and upgrade as

skills allow, keeping in mind that weight

is always a factor.” 

In Bailey’s experience, in addition to a

reliable consistent rifle, “a shooter

should be prepared to spend a signifi-

cant amount on a quality spotting

scope and tripod, laser range finder,

weather/wind meter, and ballistic pro-

gram,” he said. “To combat eye fatigue,

in LE sniper work, a high-quality set of

binoculars with a max of 10-times mag-

nification are absolutely essential.”

And while he agrees dollar for dollar a

striker fired bolt action rifle is often a

better value, for LE work, the AR plat-

form rules, especially for hostage rescue

shot or team overwatch.

“The ability to deliver a fast follow up

shot is very beneficial, even though the

slower lock time on the swinging ham-

mer makes follow through exceeding

important, and the semi-auto is much

less forgiving of shooter error,” Bailey

said.

When it comes to today’s high-tech

optics with grid-style reticles, compared

to the older mil dot reticles, there’s really

no comparison. Not only have there

been great improvements in scopes, but

in precision iron sights as well. Norm’s

preference is fixed power over variable

power scopes because with a fixed

power scope there are fewer moving

parts—just windage and elevation

knobs.

By comparison, variable power

scopes with power rings have internal

moving parts that can wear down over
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Norm Crawford demonstrates the
standing of hand 200-yard slow fire

shooting position used in NRA High
Power Over-the-Course matches.

Norm Crawford demonstrates the sitting sling-supported 200-yard rapid fire shooting position
used in the NRA High Power Over the Course Matches.
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Norm Crawford prepares to assume
the prone shooting position. The rifle

is custom built consisting of the fol-
lowing components: Nesika K action,

Proof Research Carbon Fiber
Wrapped 1-11 twist .308 barrel, McMil-

lan Baker Special Stock and Jewel
trigger. Rear sight is a Warner #2 iron

sight w/ 72 MOA of elevation and
windage adjustment. Front sight is a

30 mm Right Sight.
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Police oicer and SWAT team leader and instructor Bryan Bailey shoots from the prone position with his LaRue PredatOBR in .308 with a 16-inch barrel
with Surefire brake over a Harris swivel L bipod. 

SWAT team member Bryan Bailey shoots a LaRue PredatOBR in .308 with a 16-inch barrel with Surefire brake.
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time and fail at the least opportune

time. Brands such as Leupold and

Weaver have a good range of entry level

scopes. Night Force gets the nod for a

high level scope.

Bailey’s personal favorites are the

Bushnell HDMR series of optics. Though

he said some shooters might find the

grid style reticles such as Horus initially

too busy, in his experience, once they

put some rounds down range, their

opinion rapidly changes. 

WIND READING
Without question, wind reading is its

own science and could support an arti-

cle by itself. For a SWAT or Special

Forces sniper, being able to read the

wind multiple ways is absolutely essen-

tial: Lives depend on the sniper’s ability

to deliver a clean, accurate shot the first

time.

“It’s the most difficult subject to teach

and takes a long time and lots of prac-

tice to become good at it,” Norm said.

“Unfortunately not many courses are

offered to the general public.” 

He uses mirage to tell wind speed and

determine sight corrections to compen-

Bryan Bailey shoots from the sitting position using shooting sticks. He prefers a semi-auto sniper rifle for its quick follow-up shot ability.

SNIPER DEFINED
Sniper: Believed to have originated in the 1770s in British India from the verb “to snipe,” refer-

ring to a hunter skilled enough to sneak up and kill the elusive wading bird in its habitat. By

1824, the term “sniper” had morphed into today’s modern definition of a highly trained military

or law enforcement sharpshooter, capable of tracking and engaging the target from a con-

cealed position—often at great distances. 

Alpine 20-60X spotting scope used to read the wind and see shots marked on target. For reading
the wind, Norm Crawford keeps it at 30X.
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sate for wind drift. When there is little to

no wind at firing position, he uses a

mirage band to help break up mirage or

heat from the rifle barrel. Regarding the

oft-cited “Coriolis effect,” Crawford’s

opinion is that it isn’t a major fact at

1,000 yds.

“It only equates to approximately 2 to

3 inches depending upon the direction

you are shooting,” he said. “Spin drift is

much more of a factor and equates to

approximately 8 inches or 3/4 MOA at

1,000 yds.”

Crawford compensates by zeroing his

rifles at 100 yards on target with a verti-

cal line on it.

Bryan Bailey shoots from the kneeling position. He believes a law enforcement sniper should be prepared to shoot well from any number of positions,
not just prone.

Norm Crawford is a highly decorated sniper and
former sniper team leader/instructor as a mem-
ber of Delta Force. He is also a former member
of the U.S. National Rifle Team and was the
2005 National Long Range Champion.
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“Once I have a 100-yard point of aim

and point of impact, I put 1,000 yard

elevation zero on the rifle and continue

to aim at the 100 yard target,” he said. If

the rounds aren’t impacting 3/4 inch

left, I reset my sights so zero is 3/4 MOA

left. Since most of my shooting is at

long range, it works well for me and I just

make corrections as necessary for

shorter distances.”

CONTROLLING THE MIND,
CONTROLLING THE SHOT
With scopes, ammunition, rifles and

other high-tech equipment relatively

equal, what separates the champion

high power rifle shooter from the field or

the operator selected for Delta Force,

the pinnacle of Special Forces?

The difference is fundamentally

mental toughness: developing an inter-

nal locus of control that overcomes

Back 

Issues 

Available

Call us at 

1-800-764-6278

www.engagedmediamags.com

TRAINING
OPPORTUNITIES
Norm Crawford, former Delta Force

Sniper/Team Leader/Instructor, will be

conducting a course at The Range Com-

plex, Nov. 7-8, 2015, called, “2-Day Wind

Reading for Mid & Long Range Shooting.”

For information on other courses offered

at the facility, contact:

The Range Complex (TRC)

2850 TigerSwan Drive

Autryville, NC 28318

(910) 208-4117

www.TheRangeComplex.com 

Email requests to:

Training@TheRangeComplex.com

Pictured is a 30 mm front
sight (Right Sight) manufac-

tured by Stallings Machine.
Norm Crawford puts rubber

band around sight to ensure
the .5X lens in it does not

vibrate loose.
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inner stress/nerves and blocks out

external distractions to focus entirely on

the task at hand.

“People with ADHD just aren’t suited

for the job of SWAT marksman,” Craw-

ford said. “I’d prefer having a ¾ MOA

shooter that can maintain that during an

earthquake, at an active construction site

being used for a Drowning Pool concert,

while Command Staff sits around and

barks orders, than a ¼ MOA shooter that

can only perform it on a controlled range

while people speak in golf whispers.

“You have to focus on very accurate,

repeatable and predictable cold bore

shots at relatively short distances, from

difficult, unconventional positions,” he

TOP 5
SNIPER TIPS

1
Get good basic gear

and upgrade as you are able.

2
Master the basics and the

advanced techniques will be
easier to acquire.

3
Learn to gauge the wind.

4
Train and compete

to develop your skills.

5
Develop mental toughness
to be a consistent shooter

in any conditions.

Norm Crawford uses this glove to
protect his hand sandwiched

between the sling and rifle stock
while shooting. Also, the glove can

be placed under the butt of the rifle
stock to raise/lower rifle muzzle

when shooting from a bi-pod.
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continued. “Then, be able to deliver

accurate follow up shots, usually on

multiple moving targets.”

Crawford’s 22 years in Delta Force,

leading combat sniper operations all

over the world, have indelibly shaped his

approach to competitive shooting and

training other shooters.

“The most important factor is being

prepared so there are no unexpected

surprises,” he said. “Check and recheck

your equipment and train for every pos-

sibility or situation. If you’ve done it in

training, it doesn’t become a surprise for

which you have no solution. Short

of combat experience, only competition

can help a shooter learn to control ten-

sion. You’ll be surprised at how fast your

skills improve by competing. Just being

around people better than you are helps

immensely.”

FINAL WORDS OF ADVICE
“One of the most difficult things to learn

is how to build a repeatable shooting

position,” Bailey said. “If you don’t, it

leads to wandering zeros. You’ll be per-

forming relatively well, but your accu-

racy is suffering because your groups

are constantly moving around the POA.

“Anyone who says, ‘I am OK with a

pistol, but I can flat shoot a sniper rifle!’

in my opinion doesn’t fit,” he continued.

“Of course you can shoot a telescopi-

cally sighted, striker-fired, 14-pound bolt

gun with a 2-pound trigger, prone from

sandbags in slow fire! But you should be

able to shoot anything: pistol, carbine,

irons, red dot, etc., and know that

weapon inside and out.”

Crawford believes you have to master

the basics first.

“Everything begins with and evolves

from good basic marksmanship train-

ing,” he said. “If you concentrate on and

master the basics, then advanced tech-

niques are much easier to learn and

master. It’s better to go out and put 10

rounds down range and know where

every shot went and why it went there,

than going out and putting 60 rounds

down range. Unless you can explain

where every round went, you really

haven’t accomplished anything.” TW

THE EXPERTS
Norm Crawford isn’t one to tout his shooting records, brag about his sniper kills, or boast

of his 22 years as a highly decorated sniper and sniper team leader/instructor as a member

of the most elite Special Forces Unit in the world: Delta Force (1st Special Forces Operational

Detachment-Delta).

Instead, this reticent crack shot is the consummate “quiet professional,” preferring to let

his record in the Unit, his membership on the U.S. National Rifle Team at the 1999 and 2003

World Championships, the 2005 National Long Range Champion, and several national long

range records speak for themselves.

SWAT expert Bryan Bailey is a former pistol instructor on the Federal Air Marshal Service,

current Lead Firearms Instructor for his city’s Training Center, a Sniper Instructor on the

Emergency Response Team and a highly competitive shooter.

“…you should be able to shoot anything:
pistol, carbine, irons, red dot, etc., 

and know that weapon inside and out.”
—Bryan Bailey
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S
ometimes a thin line separates the success or failure of a

mission, with intelligence, fitness, training, proper gear and

tactics weighing in as deciding factors. 

The objective of the military and law enforcement, of course, is to maintain

our freedom and safety, and the bottom line is that our nation supports both. 



B5 Systems
SOPMOD
Bravo Stock
$58.00

Blue Force
Gear VCAS
Sling $45.00

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Grip Mod 0 $29.95

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™ KMSM
KeyMod QD Sling Mount $17.95

• BCM® KMR-A15 KeyMod Rail
Handguard 15 Inch $199.95

• American Defense
RECON X Scope
Mount $189.95

• Trijicon AccuPoint TR24G
1-4x24 Riflescope $1,020.00

• BCM® Diamondhead
Folding Rear Sight
$119.00

• CTT Solutions Mag Cap
3-Pak $16.95

• BCM® Diamondhead
Folding Front Sight
$99.00

• ALG Defense QMS
Trigger $46.00

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Compensator Mod 0
$89.95

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Vertical Grip Mod 3 $18.95

• BCM® Low Profile
Gas Block $44.95

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
QD End Plate $16.95

• GEARWARD Ranger
Band 20-Pak $10.00

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Stock $55.95

KeyMod™ is the tactical
industry’s new modular standard!

Hartland, WI  U.S.A. / Toll Free: 1-877-BRAVO CO (1-877-272-8626) / Fax: 262-367-0989 / BravoCompanyMFG.com

All pricing is subject to change without notice.  Please see our website for current pricing.

BCM® KMR-A
KeyMod Free Float
Rail Handguards
Same as the fantastic original KMR but
machined from aircraft aluminum! 

BCM 9 Inch KMR-A9. . . . . . . . $176.95

BCM 10 Inch KMR-A10. . . . . . $179.95

BCM 13 Inch KMR-A13. . . . . . $189.95

BCM 15 Inch KMR-A15. . . . . . $199.95

Daniel Defense SLiM Rail Handguard
Slim, Light, Modular KeyMod Free Float

DD SLiM Rail 12.0 . . . . . . . . . . $265.00

DD SLiM Rail 15.0 . . . . . . . . . . $265.00

Daniel Defense
KeyMod Bipod
Adapter
$47.00

Daniel Defense
KeyMod 1 O’Clock
Offset Rail Assembly
$39.00

Inforce
WML-HSP
$119.00

Aimpoint
PRO
Patrol Rifle Optic
$424.00

PWS KeyMod
Polymer Bipod
Adapter $23.95

PWS DI KeyMod Rail Handguard
Free float rail for AR15/M4 pattern rifles.

PWS DI 12 Inch Rail . . . . . . . . $249.95

PWS DI 15 Inch Rail . . . . . . . . $249.95

BCMGUNFIGHTER™
KeyMod 1-Inch
Ring Light
Mount
For 1” diameter

lights $39.95

BCMGUNFIGHTER™
KeyMod Modular
Scout Light Mount
For SureFire Scout

Light $39.95

BCMGUNFIGHTER™
KeyMod Modular
Light Mount
For 1913 mounted

lights $39.95

BCM® A2X Flash
Suppressor $34.95

Geissele
SSA
Trigger
$210.00

Trijicon
TA31RCO-M4
ACOG 4x32
$1,422.05

Wilson
Combat
Tactical
Trigger  $269.95

Arisaka Inline KeyMod
Scout Mount $34.00

Arisaka Ring KeyMod
1” Light Mount $44.00

Thorntail KeyMod Offset
Adaptive Light Mounts
Thorntail
1.030 Mount $70.00

Thorntail M3M6
1913 Mount $50.00

Arson Machine Company KeyMod
Light Mounts
Scout M600
Mount $48.00

1” Ring Mount $44.00



Protect your family in a crisis with 25-year shelf

life survival food from getfood112.com

“GUN CONTROL? YOU WON’T 
BELIEVE THEIR PLANS FOR
FOOD...”
Bad News...

Washington has an agenda, and it’s 
MORE than just your guns and ammo.

They think people like you and me are 
a bit “odd.” They don’t understand why 
we keep firearms and a food stockpile in 
case of crisis.

But those people are just hiding their 
heads in the sand. They are dead wrong 
-- and you are dead right.

You’ve seen the evidence and you know 
the situation is way too serious not to 
do something about it. When a crisis 
hits, you’ll be ready. You’ll make darn 
sure your family won’t go hungry.

The fact is, if you don’t take action 
or if you stockpile the wrong foods, 
you could be setting your family up to 
starve. It sounds harsh, but the truth is 
too many people with good intentions 
are making critical mistakes with their 
food stockpiles.

MISTAKES LIKE...
 Buying MREs (meals ready to eat) 
with a 5 year shelf life (depending on 
where you buy them, they could be 
nearly expired)…

 Getting gross survival foods that taste 
terrible and are so high in salt, MSG 
and preservatives you could clog your 
arteries and get yourself sick…

 Or simply buying the wrong foods 
and leaving a critical hole in your meal 
plan, which means your family can 
become malnourished…

Well, I decided to stop worrying. 
Obviously, waiting for the government 
to give me a handout in a disaster just 
wasn’t an option for me. And I was 
completely turned off by the crazy prices 
of survival food sold by most stores.

So I got in touch with my buddy Frank 
Bates and put my order in for his 
Food4Patriots survival food kits.

THIS IS FRANK’S NEW LINE OF 
SURVIVAL FOOD:

 Food4Patriots is an incredible 
value. This high quality survival food 
is without any fillers or poor-quality 
“franken-food” that the other guys use 
to pad their survival meals. They are 
made and packaged right here in the 
U.S.A. You won’t believe the prices on 
these kits – a fraction of the price that 
other brands charge.

 There’s no fancy packaging, it’s military-
grade sturdy stuff and can stand up 
to the crazy things that happen in a 
crisis. This food has a shelf life of up 
to 25 years, so you have complete 
peace of mind for the long term. And 
he’s using the most compact kits so 
you can store them anywhere in your 
home without any extra hassle. They’re 
sturdy, waterproof and stack easily. And 
extremely covert too.

 You can make these meals in less than 
20 minutes; just add boiling water, 
simmer, and serve. I tried ‘em and I think 
they taste as good or better than any 
other survival food I’ve EVER had. 
And you get a whole slew of choices, 
including breakfast, lunch and dinner 
so you don’t get stuck eating the same 
thing day-in and day-out.

 Frank has come up with some 
impressive FREE bonuses that are 
ONLY available to folks who purchase 
one of his kits on a first-come, first-
served basis. For example, my 3-month 
kit came with 5,400+ heirloom survival 
seeds, 4 hard copy books, an 11-in-1 
survival tool, and some other cool stuff.

I want to make sure you don’t miss out 
on this because this is the #1 item to 
hoard today.

Here’s why… If you don’t take action to 
get your food stockpile right now, you’ll 
be in the same boat as the brainwashed 
masses who think “everything is fine.” 
And if a crisis hits and your family asks, 
“What are we going to eat?” your mouth 
will go dry and you’ll feel powerless.

But what if you decide right now to 
secure your food stockpile instead? Just 
imagine how much better you’ll feel right 
away. And if a crisis hits and your family 
asks, “What are we going to eat?” you’ll 
calmly reassure them that they’re safe 
and they will have plenty to eat.

Listen, I can’t predict the future. I don’t 
know exactly when or how a crisis will 
hit. But from everything I see, it could be 
soon and it could be a big one. That’s 
why I really want you to get the same 
peace of mind that I do.

P.S. Got a call from Frank and you’ll 
never believe who just tried to buy 
up his entire supply of food! You’ll be 
shocked!

LOG-ON NOW TO GETFOOD112.COM
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